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COMMENTS OF PECO ENERGY COMPANY ON THE 
PROPOSED UPDATE TO THE TECHNICAL REFERENCE MANUAL 

Pursuant to the August 29, 2013 Tenlalive Order entered by the Pennsylvania Public 

Utility Commission (the "Commission") in the above-referenced dockets, PECO Energy 

Company ("PECO" or "the Company") hereby submits comments on the Commission's 

proposed 2014 update to its Technical Reference Manual ("TRM"). 

PECO appreciates the Commission's continued efforts to update the TRM and ensure 

that it serves as an effective tool for validating savings. The Company agrees that data 

provided by Pennsylvania electric distribution companies ("EDCs") are an appropriate basis 

for identifying TRM improvements. PECO's comments are attached to this document as 

Exhibit I . Overall, PECO believes that great progress has been made through the TRM 

update process and lhat the 2014 TRM Update could serve as an appropriate tool for the 

entire Phase II period (program years 2013-2015). Additional updates during Phase II period 

would be unlikely to significantly improve the TRM, but could impact EDC savings forecasts 

and potentially EDC compliance with Phase II savings targets. 
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-a. PECO appreciates the opportunity to comment on this important matter and believes 

that the Company's recommended revisions can improve the effectiveness of the Technical 

Reference Manual. 
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General Comments to the 2074 TRM 

Section 1 Introduction 

Comments: 

• One of the key changes to the 2014 TRM is the switch from the peak 100 hour proxy period of 
I2pm to Spin, weekdays, June through September to a peak demand period that matches the 
PJM peak period of 2pm to 6pm, non-holiday weekdays, June through August. This is a 
significant change and improvement over the contusing peak 100 hour requirement, 
however, there are still many coincidence factors (CF) throughout the 2014 Draft TRM that 
have not yet been updated to the new peak demand period. Where observed these are noted, 
but it is likely that some old CP's were missed in these comments. We recommend the CP for 
all measures be reviewed and updated to be consistent with the new peak demand period. 
We strongly recommend that hourly load profiles be developed for all measures which can 
then be used to derive a CF for any peak demand period. This will provide for more 
reliability of demand savings estimates and transparency in the values. 

• Another key change to this draft TRM is the inclusion of energy savings thresholds for C&l 
measures, above which customer specific data will be required for all open variables. While it 
appears to be clearly laid out in the TRM, we anticipate that each EDC, their ICSPs, and ECs 
that challenges will arise and advise the Commission to plan to revise these requirements as 
necessary in the event that they become an undue burden on the program participants. 

• In Section 1.2.3, the TRM provides a table of End-Use categories that groups related protocols 
together. We recommend that future versions of the TRM be organized based on these end-
use categories rather than the current structure which adds new measures one after the other 
regardless of relation. In the current format it is quite cumbersome to review and compare 
inputs to related measures to ensure consistency between protocols. Such a re-organization 
would provide for a much more useable TRM. 

• Although there is currently a Definitions section, it is quite limited in scope. We recommend 
expansion of the list of definitions to include all major measure implementation types, and 
other major concepts that without proper definition may lead to confusion. This section could 
also be used to define common abbreviations. 

• Several sections continue to have a Measure Life subsection, even though there is a complete 
table in the updated Appendix A: Measure Lives section. These should be removed from 
each section and if there is supporting information to justify the measure life in the sub
sections, it should be moved to the appendix. 



Section Specific Comments to the Draft Pennsylvania PUC June 2014 Technical 
Reference Manual 

Section 1: Introduction 

1.2 Using the TRM 

1.2.7 Measure Categories 

Comments: 

• Grammar: revise the first sentence to read: 
o "The TRM characterizes all prescriptive non-custom measures into two 

categories: deemed measures and partially deemed measures." 

• Grammar: revise the second bulleted paragraph to the following: 
o "Partially deemed measure protocols have algorithms with stipulated and "open 

variables", that require measuremeni-customer specific input of certain 
parameters to calculate the energy in demand savings." 

2.2.3 End-Use Categories & Thresholds for Using Default Values 

Comments: 

• The first sentence in this section appears to contradict the first sentence of section 1.2.2 which 
encourages EDCs to collect and apply customer specific information in the ex-ante and/or ex 
post savings calculations for as many open variables as possible, to reflect most accurate 
savings values. The intent of these two sections should be clarified. 

o Section 1.2.2: "The EDCs and their contractors (ICSPs and ECs) are encouraged 
to collect and apply customer specific for program specific data in the ex-ante 
and/or ex post savings calculations for as many open variables as possible to 
reflect most accurate savings values." 

o Section 1.2.3: "The determination of when to use default values for open variables 
provided in the TRM in the ex-ante and/or ex post savings calculations is a 
function of the savings impact and uncertainty associated with measure." 

• We recommend the following modifications to the second paragraph of section 1.2.3: 
o The TRM puts all measures into various end-use categories (e.g. lighting, HVAC, motors 

& VFDs). Zke-kWh savings thresholds are established at the end-use category level and 
should be used to determine whether customer specific information is neei'soan/ required 
for estimating ex ante and or ex post savings. 

• Subscripts 7 and 8: 
o In subscript 7 "procedure" is misspelled 
o The definitions of "measure" and "end-use" are very broad. There is also no 

differentiation between measure and technology type. This can lead to confusion 
due to using the term "measure" to mean different things. Using more specific 
definitions of "measure," "technology type/' and "end-use" will reduce potential 
confusion among parties. We recommend including the following definitions (or 
something similar) to provide additional clarity: 

• Measure: a new installation, the replacement of an existing installation, 
or the retrofitting/modification of an existing installation of a building, of 
a system or process component, or of an energy using device in order to 



reduce energy consumption. E.g., the installation of a 14W CFL is one 
measure, and the installation of a 21W CFL is a separate measure; the 
installation of wall insulation, or the modification ofan existing building 
to reduce air infiltration are two other measures. 

• Technology type: the grouping of related measures in order to 
differentiate one type of measure from another. Each technology type 
may consist of multiple measures. E.g., CFLs, LEDs, and VFDs are all 
different technology types. A 14W CFL and a 21W CFL are different 
measures within the CFL technology typo. 

• End-Use: grouping of related technology types all associated with a 
similar application or primary function. E.g., CFLs, LEDs, fluorescent 
lamps, and lighting controls are all within the lighting end-use category; 
efficient water heaters, water heater blankets, water heater setback, and 
faucet aerators are all within the domestic hot water end-use category. 

• The second sentence in subscript 12 should be modified to read as follows: 
o If evaluation contractors determine that data collected by the CSP's are not reasonably 

valid, then the evaluator must perform measurements consistott with IPMVP options to 
collect post retrofit information for projects that have estimated end-use savings above a 
threshold kWh/year level. 

• Table I - l 
o This table is a useful organizational tool. We recommend the TRM be organized 

by end-use category rather than the current method which does not group 
related measures. For example, it would be useful if all of the MVAC sections 
were adjacent to each other in the TRM. 

o We recommend the agricultural equipment be added as a separate sector in the 
table, rather than repeating section numbers in both the residential market sector 
and commercial & industrial sectors. 

o To avoid confusion, we recommend the "Hot Water" end-use category for both 
the residential and C&I sectors be changed to read, "Domestic Hot Water" to 
differentiate it from hot water systems used in HVAC or industrial process water 
loops. 

o We recommend renaming the "Office Equipment" end-use category to an 
"Electronics" end-use category as it more accurately represents the technology 
types included in the end-use. 

o There are a few TRM sections missing in the table as follows: 
• sections 2.6 and 2.38 should be included in the Residential Domestic Hot 

Water end-use category 
• section 2.11 should be removed from the HVAC end-use category and 

included in the Residential Appliances end-use category 
• section 2.33 should be removed from the Residential Appliances end-use 

category and included in the Residential Electronics (Office Equipment) 
end-use category 

• section 2.20 should be included in the Residential Building Shell end-use 
category 

• The paragraph following Table 1-1 states that, "End-use metering is the preferred method of 
data collection projects above the threshold, but trend data from BMS or panel data are 
acceptable substitutes." In some cases end-use metering, trend data, or logging are not viable 
options, however, billing analysis may be the best option available. It should be made clear 



that billing analysis is an acceptable method of verification when customer specific data is 
required. 

• Grammar Correction: the sixth sentence in the paragraph following Table 1-1 should be 
corrected as follows: 

o The EDCs are etiamraged to meter projects with savings beloxv the threshold that have 
high uncertaint\[L but are not required h^-where data is unknown, variable, or difficult to 
verify. 

• Table 1-2 
o We recommend adding a threshold for the Agricultural Equipment end-use category 

31^250,000 kWh 

2.2.4 Applicability of the TRM for estimating ex ante (claimed) savings 

Comments: 

• The last sentence of this section may leed to confusion as to how the savings are counted. 
Although savings for the customer begin to accrue the project's 1SD, EDCs are allowed to 
claimed savings for the entire program year in which the measure was installed and partially 
operable. This sentence should be clarified to reduce confusion. 

• In regards to which TRM should be applied to claimed savings for any given measure, we 
recommend adding language which allows EDCs to use the most current version of the TRM 
if they so choose for all installations regardless of ISD. Given that the latest TRM should be 
the most reliable version, this option should be available to the EDCs. 

1.3 Definitions 

Comments: 

• There are several definitions that reference the custom measure protocol (CMP) method. All 
definitions should be modified to remove all references to the CMP method. 

• The definition for EDC Reported Gross Savings should be modified to read, "Also known as 
"EDC Claimed Savings" or "Ex Ante Savings." EDC estimated savings for projects and 
programs..." 

• We recommend changing "Retrofit on Burnout (ROB)" to "Replace on Burnout (ROB)" to be 
more consistent with standard industry language. We further recommend modifying the 
definition for "Retrofit on Burnout (ROB)" as follows: 

o ... The baseline used for calculating energy savings for retrofit replace on burnout measures 
is the applicable code, standard or industry standard practice hi the absence of applicable code 
or standards. The incremental costs for retrofit replacement on burnout measures is the 
difference betwee) i the cost of baseline and more efficient equipment. Examples of projects 
which fit in this category include replacement due to existing equipment failure, or imminent 
failure, as judged by a competent service specialist, as well as replacement of existing 
cqitipmoil winch may still be in functional condition, but which is operationally obsolete due 
to industry advances and is no longer cost-effective to keep. 

• We recommend the following edits be included in definitions of New Construction Measure, 
Retrofit Measure, and Substantial Renovation Measure. 

o ... The baseline used for calculating energy savings for retrofitreplacement on burnout 
measures is the applicable code, standard or industry standard practice in the absotce of 
applicable code or standards... 



• We recommend splitting the definition for Retrofit measures and Early Replacement 
measures as follows: 

o Retrofit Measure (RET) -measures which modify or add on to existing equipment with 
technology to make the system more energy efficient. Retrofit measures have a dual baseline: 
for the estimated remaining useful life of the existing equipment the baseline is the existing 
equipment; aftenvards the baseline is the applicable code, standard, or industry standard 
practice expected to be in place at the time the unit would have been naturally replaced or 
retrofit. If there are iw known or expected changes to the baseline standards, the standard iu 
effect at the time of the retrofit is to be used. Incremental cost is the full cost of equipment 
retrofit. In practice, in order to avoid the uncertainty surrounding the determination of 
"remaining useful life" retrofit measure savings and costs sometimes follow replace on 
burnout baseline and incremental cost definitions. Examples of projects which fit this 
category include installation of a VFD on au existing HVAC system, or installation afwall or 
ceiling insulation. 

o Early Replacement Measure (EREP) -replacement of existing equipment, which is 
functioning as intended and is not operationally obsolete, with a more efficient model 
primarily for purposes of increased efficiency. Early replacement measures have a dual 
baseline: for the estimated remaining useful life of the existing equipment the baseline is the 
existing equipment; afterwards the baseline is the applicable code, standard, or industry 
standard practice expected to be in place at the time the unit would have been naturally 
replaced. If there are no known or expected changes to the baseline standards, the standard in 
effect at the time of the early replacement is to be used, incremental cost is the full cost of 
equipment replacement. In practice, iu order to avoid the uncertainty surrounding the 
determination of "remaining useful life" early replacement measure savings and costs 
sometimes follow replace on burnout baseline and incremental cost definitions. Examples of 
projects which fit this category include upgrade ofan existing production line to gain 
efficiency, upgrade an existing, but functional, lighting or El VAC system that is not part of a 
renovation/remodeling project, or replacement ofan operational chiller with a more efficient 
unit. 

• We recommend combining the substantial renovation measure definition into the new 
construction measure definition. 

• To properly represent the different types of measures being offered in Act 129 programs, we 
recommend adding definitions for the following measure types: 

o Direct Install (Dl) measures 
o Efficiency Kits (KIT) 
o Time of Sale (TOS) measures 
o Early Retirement (ERET) measures 

• We recommend adding definitions for Measure Life / Effective Useful Life (EUL) and 
Remaining Useful Life(RUL) 

1.5 Algorithms 

Cowmcfits: 

• The definition of CF should be updated to represent the PJM definition per section 1.10. 

1.7 Baseline Estimates 

Comments: 



• Replace the use of "retrofit on burnout" with "replace on burnout" 
• This section should be modified to include baselines for not just replacement on burnout, 

new construction, and early replacement, but aiso for retrofit, direct install, efficiency kits, 
and early retirement measures. 

1.10 Electric Resource Savings 

Comments: 

• Table 1-3 should clarify whether the peak demand hours are on daylight savings time or 
standard time. 

1.12 Adjustments to Energy and Resource Savings 

7.72.2 Measure Retention and Persistence Savings 

Comments: 

• This section refers to "measure life" and "useful life", however, these terms have not been 
properly defined. Per our previous recommendation to add definitions for "effective useful 
life" and "remaining useful life", this section should be modified to reflect the use of those 
terms for consistency. 

1.15 Measure Lives 

Comments: 

• This section refers to "measure life", "useful life", and "remaining life", however, these terms 
have not been properly defined. Per our previous recommendation to add definitions for 
"effective useful life" and "remaining useful life", this section should be modified to reflect the 
use of those terms for consistency. 

1.16 Custom Measures 

Comments: 

• We recommend a new paragraph be started at, "While TRM measures..." 
• We further recommend the following sentences be modified to read as follows: 

o The EDCs are not required to submit savings protocols for C&l and custom measures to 
the Commission or the SWE for each measure/technotog\f type prior to implementing the 
custom measureT^Tke, hoivever, the Commission recommends that tfttxte-site-speafic 
custom measure protocols be established in general conformity to the International 
Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) or Federal Eueigy 
Maiiagement Program M&V guidelines. 

1.17 Impact of Weather 

Comments: 

• This section describes how the savings estimates for several protocols in the TRM were 
adjusted to account for differences in California weather versus Pennsylvania weather using 
cooling degree hours, it is not clear that the California climate zones chosen to map to the 
Pennsylvania cities are appropriate. California climate zone 4 represents the central coastal 



mountain range between LA and San Francisco, characterized as having some ocean 
influence which keeps temperatures from hitting or extreme highs and lows. California 
climate zone 15 represents the low desert characterized by extremely hot and dry summers 
and moderately cold winters, with over 4000 cooling degree days. California climate zone 9 
represents a small Southern California inland valley climate zone with high winds that bring 
hot and dry air and marine air which brings cool and moist air. This area has hot summers 
and winters that never frost. These climates zones may have similar cooling degree hours as 
Pennsylvania cities, however, they are not proper mappings based on the type of climate 
zone that represent. The only California climate zone that is in the same ASHRAIi climate 
zone as Pennsylvania is California climate zone 16. This climate zone has the closest heating 
degree days and cooling degree days to the Pennsylvania cities being mapped. Although 
there are still issues with using this climate zone, is probably the closest representative 
California climate zone to Pennsylvania weather. We recommend reconsidering the weather 
mapping table 1-4 and used in the various refrigeration measures. 

1.18 Measure Applicability Based on Sector 

Comments: 

• In the last sentence in this section the word "units" is misspelled as "uutis." 



Section 2: Residential Measures 

2.1 Electric HVAC 

Comments: 

• This section should have an "Eligibility" sub section as the other sections do. The baseline 
and retrofit condition should be clearly defined for each included measure type. 

2.7.7 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• The Central A/C and ASHP (Duct Sealing) measure should be removed from this section 
since it has been replaced by measure 2.41 Duct Sealing and Insulation. 

• We request the Commission add more clarifying information about what conditions must be 
met to be able to claim the stipulated savings for each measure, consistent with other 
protocols. 

o For example, for what kind of maintenance does the Central A/C and ASHP 
(Maintenance) measure account? This measure has been particularly confusing for 
ICSPs as there are many forms of maintenance and not all maintenance measures 
save the same amount of energy. 

o Additionally, specify if the Proper Sizing measure is specifically for new units (i.e. 
Quality Installation). 

2.3.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• DuctSF appears in the list, but not in the table. Since the Duct Sealing measure should be 

removed from this section, PECO suggests removing DuctSF from the list of terms. 

• Replace CSHPDR with GSHPDF in the table. 

• Replace Thoi with Th in the table. 

• Replace Tcoid with Tt in the table. 

• The Energy to Demand Factor appears in the table, but needs to be added to the Definition of 

Terms list. 

• The CE and Energy to Demand Factor are based on non-transparent sources. It is not clear 

whether or not the CF represents the CF for the new peak demand period, as it has not been 

adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy period was being used. This CF should be 

revised using an HVAC load profile in PA and the new peak period. Similarly, the Energy to 

Demand Factor does not appear to be updated either. This factor should also be updated. 

2.7.3 Alternate Equivalent Full Load Hour (EFLH) Tables 

Comments: 

• Tables 2-2 and 2-3 need to have an explicitly stated source. 

2.2.4 System Performance of Ground Source Heat Pumps 

Comments: 

8 



• The text for Source 2 is ambiguous. More detail should be added for clarity. 

2.2 Electric Clothes Dryer with Moisture Sensor 

2.2.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• The US EPA released a Draft 2 Version 1.0 ENERGY STAR Clothes Dryer specification on 

August 5, 2013. They anticipate a final Version 1.0 to be released in early 2014, or earlier 

depending on comments received on the Draft 2. After the final version of the ENERGY 

STAR specification is released, this measure should be removed from the TRM and replaced 

wi th an ENERGY STAR Clothes Dryer protocol. This wi l l likely be available for inclusion in 

the 2015 TRM update. Por now, it appears the savings estimates are reasonable and in line 

wi th expectations for an efficient clothes dryer. 

• It is recommended revising this measure now in anticipation of the upcoming ENERGY 

STAR specification and rename it High Efficiency Electric Clothes Dryers. 

o It would be prudent to review the eligibil i ty criteria of this measure, to ensure 

claimed savings are being achieved. PECO recommends the eligibil i ty based on a 

min imum Combined Energy Factor (CEF) rather than the current requirement of just 

including a moisture sensor. Many dryers now include moisture sensors, but are not 

more efficient than others. The only way to ensure savings are achieved is to require 

a min imum efficiency level. PECO recommends using the draft ENERGY STAR 

minimum CEF values shown below. 

o For reference. Table 1 below from the US DOE EERE Appliance & Equipment 

Standards website shows the current min imum federal CEF standards 1. 

Table 1. DOE M i n i m u m Efficiency Standards for Clothes Dryers. 

Tnl)Io 1. Enaicjy Conservuiiun SiDndurih lot Rosirieiniul Cloihes Oiytsis 

Piortuci Cl.iss Energy Faciot (poundBikWh] 

Manulatiui^O On 0' ^ller Ma* u , l«B<i: 

1. Glfcuk.3iandflrtl(-i •! n 3 or gre.siei raR.JCilf) 3 0t 

2. eiKinc,C&mp,ja{ 120V}(less tnan -U \V tupaiit/) I 13 

3. Eltttnc. ConipiclCMOVHiess thuii J.4 n J cspacrtf) 2 90 

i. Gas 2.6/ 

o Table 2 below from the US DOE EERE Appliance & Equipment Standards website 

shows the upcoming min imum federal CEF standards 2. 

1 From DOE EERE website: 
hU|->://www I .L-crc.energy.uov/hiiildinus/a[tplinncc slamlnrds/pnuUici.aspx/pnKluciiil/jh 
2 Ibid. 



Table 2. DOK M i n i m u m Efficiency Standards for Clothes Dryers after Jan I, 2015 

r.itilp 1. Amemfi 'd Cni>i|)v Comorv.i l inn Slomlnids Im Venwd .md Vnmlusi Uoslrinnllnl Cln ihm Dryoiu 

Proflucl CUis tiwrgv Facior (pounO? kWh! 

l.laii|)lsi;af»? W DilliieuitC lfl:o CcmniMCt On « "Ittf J«FI 1 2015 

1 Yu'waEuctilc Euno.ir'liJ il'oigitiierMPSa!/) 3 !1 

1 VfnifilQlvdilf. C(ini|>:i f . i i i2( 'VHi»**nwii4i i t ' t .Hijnrrt j . i ' 

J Vfl i l td t'HHIMc ConiUdttrtJO'/l ituktllrj i i ' 4 H1 WOJiltf) J IV 

J Vtnl fOOit 3 50 

'.. U f i t » i i Et<anc.Oomcii::(7>0VHi*tJ wan I ' r . ' c a o i t i M i i 5 

r e f i l l * * * ' El^cMcCwnSKHUwi W(i*n*iOnM 2 PS 

o Table 3 below from the ENERGY STAR Draft 2 Version 1.0 Specification for Clothes 

Dryers 1 shows the draft minimum ENERGY STAR qualification CEE standards. 

Table 3. ENERGY STAR Draft 2 Version 1.0 Specification for Clothes Dryers m in imum 

efficiencies 

Table 1: Base CEF 
Product Type CEFBASF Obs/kWh} 

Venled Gas 3.48 

Venlless or Vented Electric, Standard 
(4.4 cu-ft or greater capacity) 

3.93 

Ventless or Vented Eleclric. Compacl (120V) 
(less than 4.4 cu-ft capacity) 

3.80 

Vented Eleclric, Compact (240V) 
(less than 4.4 cu-ft capacity) 

3.45 

Ventless Electric, Compact (240 V) 
(less than 4.4 cu-ft capacity) 

2.68 

Table 2: Connected Allowance 

Product Type C E F Adder.ConnKIed ' 

All Electric Dryer Types in Table 1* 0,05 X CEFBASE 

• Calculated allowance shall be rounded flown to me nearest hundredth before being applied in 
, Equation 1. 
" Product must be qualified using the final and validated ENERGY STAR Clothes Dryers Test 

Method to Validate Demand Response to use the allowance. 

• It appears the CE has not been updated to reflect the new peak demand period. This should 

be corrected. The calculation for the CF appears to lack strong validity. A load shape for 

clothes dryers should be used from the Building America Benchmarks database for PA cities. 

These can be located here and include load shapes for several residential end-uses that can be 

used to update CFs in the TRM: 

hmrJJwwwl .ccrc.cncrijv.ijov/btJildinus/rL'NitlcnliiJlAJoc.s/analvsis cxisiijig hoini'S.xip 

2.3 Efficient Electric Water Heaters 

2.3.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

* From the ENERGY STAR website: 
liMn://www.cMcrttVsiarg»v/produ 
%2()l.()%2f)CliHltusVO)Drvcr%2()Spccilicaii(in.ixlf 
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Revise algorithm as follows: 

1 1 ^ ..days , BTU 0 _ Ib r r _ A ) 

AkWh 
3 4 1 3 - B t u 

kWh 

2.3.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Table refers to Sources 3-4, which have been removed. 

• The "Tuiid, Temperature of cold water supply" variable (source 8) refers to footnote #24 of the 

Mid-Atlantic TRM. Assuming this is a reference to Version 2.0 (July, 2011), footnote #24 

pertains to hardwired CFL fixtures. Please specify the TRM version number and check the 

footnote number. This comment applies to all water heater measures. 

• The Energy to Demand Factor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Figure 2-1 and the new peak period, and the section text updated accordingly. 

2.3.4 Energy Factors Based on Tank Size 

Comments: 

• Table 2-5 should be renamed as "M in imum Baseline Energy Factors based on Tank Size" and 

the second column should be renamed as "M in imum Energy Factors (EFbase)" 

2.3.5 Deemed Savings 

Comments: 

• This section should be renamed as "Default Savings" because the measure has been adjusted 

to a partially deemed algorithm. 

• The deemed algorithm for AkWh should be revised to the fol lowing: 

AkWh 
/ 1 1 \ 

* 3018.0 
VE^Base EFp r 0p 0 3 e dy 

This reflects the revision of this measure to a default value for EFIUM.- and EFpmp.sLd rather than 

a deemed value, and also reflects allows the default savings to be based on tank size. 

2.4 Electroluminescent Nightlight 

2.4.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The ISRNI. has been updated to match the ISR for CFLs which has been increased to 97%. 

There is no indication that the ISR for nightlights is as high as the ISR for CFLs. In the 

absence of better data, we recommend a default ISR of between 60% and 85% using , 

professional judgment to make this estimate. We further recommend the ISR be an open 

variable subject to the EDC data gathering. This is particularly important given that 

nightlights are often included in efficiency kits which may have a lower ISR than those 

purchased at retail locations. 
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• We recommend the baseline wattage also be modified to an open variable allowing IIDC data 
gathering and renamed to Wu.-u. This is particularly important for direct install, giveaway, 
and efficiency kit measures where the nightlights may be installed in locations that 
previously had no nightlight. It is also possible that these will be replacing LED nightlights 
rather than incandescent nightlights. As electroluminescent nightlights use only 3%-30% of 
the energy ofan LED nightlight, this is still an acceptable installation, however the savings 
would be significantly lower than if replacing incandescent nightlights. 

2.5 Furnace Whistle 

2.5.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Unit Definition Inclusion: PECO recommends the TRM define the units as kWh in the 
column header "Furnace Whistle Savings" of Table 2-9 through Table 2-15 to provide clarity. 

• We suggest lhat a section heading be added before the sentence following Table 2-8 labeled, 
"Deemed Savings." 

• We recommend the deemed demand savings clearly be labeled for which EDC or city the 
savings represent. 

• See comments on CF in Section 2.1. 

2.6 Heat Pump Water Heaters 

Introduction Table 

Comments: 

• The deemed Unit Energy Savings and Unit Peak Demand Reduction should be removed 
from the introduction table as this measure is no longer deemed. They should be replaced 
with "Variable". 

2.6.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• 'The kWh savings calculated using the algorithm in Section 2.6.2 (with default inputs) does 
not appear to be the same as the result of the algorithm in Section 2.6.6. 

• Revise algorithm as follows: 
17 1 / 1 1 A\ / M I A , « - d a y s , BTV 0 . Ib , r r „ , \ ) 

FF;—EF x
 F

 ) r H W x 3 6 : , " ^ r x l
 TF=T

 x8-3-^\xOM-^okO 
I V - ' liiise Proposed 1 DOMIOSI / \ y e a r 10 f g a i I I 

AkWh = 1 [rr — 

2.6.3 Definition of Terms 

• 'The Energy to Demand Factor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period, as it lias not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Figure 2-2 and the new peak period, and the section text updated accordingly. 
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2.6.4 Energy Factors Based on Tank Size 

Comments: 

• Table 2-17 should be renamed as "Minimum Baseline Energy Factors based on Tank Size" 
and the second column should be renamed "Minimum Energy Factors (EFbase)" 

2.6.6 Deemed Savings 

• This section should be renamed "Default Savings" as the measure has been adjusted to a 
partially deemed algorithm. 

• The kWh savings calculated using the algorithm in Section 2.6.2 (with default inputs) does 
not yield the same result as the Deemed Savings algorithm in Section 2.6.6. 

• The deemed algorithm for AkWh should be revised to the following: 

AkWh 
/ ' I 1 \ 
V E F B a s e F F r r o p o s e d * 0 . 8 4 / 

'3018.0 

This reflects the revision of this measure to a default value for EFIMM.. and EFpr..,^) rather than 
a deemed value, and also reflects allows the default savings to be based on tank size. 

2.7 LED Nightlight 

2.7.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The ISRNI. has been updated to match the ISR for CFLs which has been increased to 97%. 
There is no indication that the ISR for nightlights is as high as the ISR for CFLs. In the 
absence of better data, we recommend a default ISR of between 60% and 85% using 
professional judgment to make such an estimate. We further recommend the ISR be an open 
variable subject to the EDC data gathering. This is particularly important given that 
nightlights are often included in efficiency kits which may have a lower ISR than those 
purchased at retail locations. 

• We recommend that variables in this measure be updated to match the variables in the 
Electroluminescent Nightlight measure to provide more consistency between similar 
measures. It would be reasonable to combine both of these measures to one protocol is 
different default values. 

2.8 Low Flow Faucet Aerators 

Introduction 

Comments: 

• The deemed Unit Energy Savings and Unit Peak Demand Reduction values should be 
removed from the introduction table and replaced with, "Varies by installation location." 

2.8.7 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• We support the update of this measure to the findings in the recent Michigan metering study 
of faucet aerators and showerheads. We also support splitting savings estimates out for 
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kitchen and bathroom aerators. With these splits however, the algorithm should be modified 

to allow input of the corresponding AT. We also recommend making the algorithm for faucet 

aerators and low f low showerheads as consistent as possible. We recommend modifying the 

formula as follows: 

AkWh= ISR x ELEC x /FsGP/lW - fpGPMl0W) xTPerson.DayxNpetsonsx365x^L(Tout -
Tin)xUHxUEx DF/RE] / (F/home) 

Where: 

Tcua = average mixed water temperature f lowing from 'the faucet (F) 

Tin = average temperature of water entering the house (F) 

2.8.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The parameters Fn (GPMIMM.-) and Fi- (GPMi.nv) should be default "open" variables rather than 

stipulated to allow direct install programs to use actual customer baseline and retrofit f low 

rates. 

• Given that the TRM protocol references the Michigan Metering Study to update flow times, it 

also makes sense that all the factors available from the M l study also be used to update the 

protocol. I3y changing some variables, but leaving others that were only valid in combination 

with the changed variables, the savings estimates are drastically low. Per the MI study, the 

verified average savings for a bathroom faucet aerator was 47 kWh in a single family home 

and 49 kWh in a mult i family. For a kitchen aerator, the verified savings were 274 kWh for a 

single family home and 224 kWh for a mult i-family home. These are significantly higher than 

the draft TRM calculated values of 11.5 kWh per faucet for a bathroom faucet in a single 

family home and 75.4 kWh for a kitchen faucet in a single family home. The mult i-family 

home and unknown location estimates are similarly low. Based on the findings of the M l 

study we recommend the fol lowing updates: 

o The parameters Fn (GPMki^) and Fi- {GPMk.iv) should be updated to the fol lowing: 

Fn (CPMb.^): Bath = 1.91 GPM, Kitchen = 1.72 GPM, Unknown = 1.86 GPM 4 

This is based on the baseline flow rates of the metered homes in the M l study which 

were: 

Table 4. Metered f low rates from M I Faucet Aerator and Showerhead study. 

Faucet Location Average Inefficient Use 

Flow Rate Flow Rate 

(GPM) (GPM) ? 

Bathroom 1.91 2.44 

Kitchen 1.72 2.17 

1 Based on weighted average flow rate of kitchen and bath aerators in a single family home as 

follows: ((1.91 *2.8)+(1.72*L0))/0.0+2.8) = 1.86 GPM 
? Inefficient use flow rate represents the average flow rate of installed inefficient fixtures. This was 

calculated by taking average flowrates of fixture with flowrate greater than 90% of the federal code 

2.5 for showerhead and 2.22 for aerators. 
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o The parnmeter AT should be expanded to (Tout - Tin) wi th the fol lowing defaults: 

Tom = 861- for bathroom aerator, 91 F for a kitchen aerator, 87.3F for an unknown 

aerator (based on weighted average similar to flow rate) 

Tin = 55F (See TRM section 2.9 Low Flow Showerheads) 

The average number of faucets in the home (F/home) values pertain to single family homes. 

The value of 2.8 for bathroom faucets in single family homes is high for mult i-family. This 

value is 1.5 for mult i-family in the Illinois TRM for example. PECO requests that values be 

added for mult i family homes from either the PA baseline study data, or using the Illinois 

TRM as a source for representative values. 

Using the above recommended changes, the default savings for faucet aerators would be as 

follows: 

Table 5. Default Energy Savings for Faucet Aerators 

Faucet 
Location 

Single Family 
Energy Savings 
(kWh/yr) 

Multi-Family 
Energy Savings 
(kWh/yr) 

Unknown 
Home Type 
Energy 
Savings 
(kWh/yr) 6 

Bathroom 38 47 48 

Kitchen 233 155 224 

Unknown 93 94 108 

To get to ex ante savings, the above values need to be mult ipl ied by the ISR and percentage 

of homes wi th electric water heaters. These values are much more in line wi th the M l 

metering study verified savings shown above. 

• The Energy to Demand Factor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Figure 2-2 and the new peak period, and the section text updated accordingly. 

2.8.3 Deemed Savings 

Comments: 

• This section should be renamed "Default Savings" as the measure has been adjusted to a 

partially deemed algorithm. 

• The text should be removed and table a similar to the Table 5 above should be inserted. 

2.9 Low Flow Showerheads 

2.9.1 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• As wi th the Low Flow Faucet Aerator measure, we support a similar update of this measure 

to the findings in the recent Michigan metering study of faucet aerators and showerheads. 

f' Assumes average number of bathroom faucets per home between single family and mult i-family 

homes for an F/home = 1.0 Kitchen, 2.15 Bathroom, and 3.15 Unknown location. 
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Wt! also recommend making the algorithms for the two measures as consistent as possible. 

With this in mind, we recommend the fol lowing updates to the algorithm: 

AkWh= ISR x ELEC x [tf((GPMbase - GPM,0W)/GfiMt>aee) x rperS0fI.Day x NPersons x Nshowers.Day * 

gate/day-x 365) x (TEMP^, - ZBMPuJin) xUHxUE/ RE)] / (S/home) 

Where: 

TpiTMJti-diiy = average time of shower per person in minutes 

N̂ l̂ô vl•̂ .̂[),l̂• = average number of showers per person per day 

Tout = average mixed water temperature f lowing from the showerhead (F) 

Tin = average temperature of water entering the house (F) 

2.9.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The parameters C P M L ™ * and GPMk.w should be default "open" variables rather than 

stipulated to allow direct install programs to use actual customer baseline and retrofit f low 

rates. 

• The TRM protocol should be updated to reference the Michigan Metering Study for flow 

rates and shower times. Based on the findings of the M l Metering study we recommend the 

fol lowing updates: 

o The parameters GPMIWM. and GPMuw should be updated to the fol lowing: 

GPMb,.sc- = 2.5 (for upstream programs, assumes most people are 

replacing a federal min imum standard device as 

recommended by M l study), 2.63 (for direct install programs 

targeting high flow devices) 

GPMiow =1.5 

This is based on the baseline flow rates of the metered homes in the MI study which 

were: 

Table 6. Meleied Showerhead f low rates from M l Faucet Aerator and Showerhead 

study. 

Average Inefficient Use 

Flow Rate Flow Rate 

(GPM) (GPM) 7 

1.91 2.63 

o TEMPti and TEMPi,, should be updated to Tom and Tm to match the faucet aerator 

algorithms. 

o The source for TEMPu (Tout) should be updated to reference the M l metering study, 

o gals/day should be removed. 

7 Inefficient use flow rate represents the average flow rate of installed inefficient fixtures. This was 

calculated by taking average flowrates of fixture wi th flowrate greater than 90% of the federal code 

2.5 for showerhead and 2.22 for aerators. 
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O I i i i r M i i i ' t i i u should be added reforencing the Ml metering study with a deemed value of 
7.8 minutes/shower 

o Nshowotsd.w should be added referencing the Ml metering study with a deemed value 
of 0.6 showers/day/person 

Using the above recommended changes, the default savings for showerheads would be as 
follows: 

Table 7. Default Energy Savings for Showerheads 

Housing 
Type 

Low 
Flow 
Rate 

(GPM, 0J 

Upstream 
Program 

Unit Energy 
Savings 
(kWh) 

Upstream 
Program 

Unit 
Demand 
Savings 

(kW) 

Direct 
Install 

Program 
Unit Energy 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Direct 
Install 

Program 
Unit 

Demand 
Savings 

(kW) 

Single 
Family 

2 155 186 
Single 
Family 1.75 233 264 
Single 
Family 

1.5 311 342 

Multifamily 

2 135 163 

Multifamily 1.75 203 230 Multifamily 

1.5 271 298 

Unknown 

2 159 191 

Unknown 1.75 239 270 Unknown 

1.5 318 350 

To get to ex ante savings, the above values need to be multiplied by the ISR and percentage 
of homes with electric water heaters. These values are in line with the Ml metering study 
verified savings of 351 kWh for a single family home and 291 kWh for a multi-family home. 

• The Energy to Demand Factor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has nol been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Figure 2-5 and the new peak period, and the section text updated accordingly. 

2.9.3 Deemed Savings 

Comments: 

• This section should be renamed "Default Savings" as the measure has been adjusted to a 
partially deemed algorithm. 

• The existing table should be removed and table a similar to the Table 7 above should be 
inserted. 

2.10 Programmable Thermostat 

2.10.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The text for Source 1 is ambiguous. More detail should be added for clarity. 
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• Sourco 2 may give a low estimate of SEER (and consequently, higher consumption and 

higher savings). Based on PECO's baseline study completed in 2011, a more appropriate 

average SEER level for the existing population is around 13.5. The baseline study did not 

record the SEER values, but did record the age of each central air conditioner. The age of the 

system can be used and compared against federal standard minimum efficiencies. This 

approach was used to determine an average existing home central A/C SEER value of 13.5. 

We recommend the TRM be updated to use a default SEER of 13.5. 

• The options for EELHcool and EFLHheat also should include the EDC-specific alternative 

EELH from Tables 2-2 and 2-3 in Section 2.1 Electric MVAC. 

2.11 Room A C Retirement 

2.11.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• In reference to source 6, this CE might be slightly high for room ACs. For Con Edison in NY, 

PECO engaged a third party to perform a thorough RAC metering study and found a CF of 

0.30 for RACs installed in medium density areas (i.e. outside NYC). This low CF is attributed 

to the fact that 50% of RACs in the program are installed in bedrooms and only run at non-

coincident times. The 0.30 CF was almost exactly 50% of the previous Con Edison value. 

Consider using a factor to translate CAC CF to RAC CF. Further, the CF should be based on 

the new peak demand period. 

• The EFLFIKAC in Table 2-23 should be updated to be based on the EFLI-lod values in Section 

2.1 Electric MVAC which were based on REM/Rate modeling of PA homes. Alternatively, the 

measure should also include using the EDC specific alternate EFLH from Tables 2-2 and 2-3 

in Section 2.1 Electric MVAC to derive the EFLMKAC. 

2.12 Smart Strip Plug Outlets 

2.12.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• It is unclear if the referenced CF of 0.8 is based on the new peak demand period. The CF 

should be reviewed and adjustments made if necessary. The load shape for Mome 

Entertainment Appliances should be used from the Building America Benchmarks database 

for PA cities. These can be located here and include load shapes for several residential end-

uses that can be used to update CFs in the TRM: 

hiip://www I xere.cncri;v.i:ov/bLiiklinus/ivsi(.leniial/ducs/:)iuilysis existiiiLi Immcs./ip 

2.72.5 Measure Life 

Comments: 
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• The reference for Measure Life, ""Smart Strip Electrical Savings and Usability", David 

Rogers, Power Smart Engineering, October 2008" is not easily found. Consider adding a 

hyperlink to the source, or adding more detail to the reference to ease access. 

2.13 Solar Water Heaters 

2.13.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• Revise algorithm as follows: 
\ 

kWh 
3413 n

B t u 

kWh 

2.13.3 Definition of Terms 

• The Energy to Demand Factor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Figure 2-6 and the new peak period, and the section text updated accordingly. 

2.13.4 Energy Factors Based on Tank Size 

Comments: 

• Table 2-27 should be renamed to, "Minimum Baseline Energy Factors based on Tank Size" 
and the second column should be renamed "Minimum Energy Factors (EFbase)" 

2.13.6 Deemed Savings 

This section should be renamed "Default Savings" as the measure has been adjusted to a 
partially deemed algorithm. 

In addition to the default savings, a partially deemed algorithm could be provided similar to 
the other water heater measures as follows: 

AkWh 
/ 1 1 \ 

\EFBase Lt' proposed/ 
* 3018.0 

This reflects the revision of this measure to a default value for EFIMM? and EFpropô i rather than 
a deemed value, and also reflects allows the default savings to be based on tank size. 

2.14 Electric Water Heater Pipe Insulation 

Introduction 

Comments: 

• Introductory text makes reference to a water heater setback measure as well. Remove this 
language unless the setback is included in the savings algorithms and defaults. 



• The default measure savings are based on a standard efficiency electric water heater with an 
annual baseline energy usage of 3191 kWh based on Section 2.3 baseline assumptions, 
however, this has not been updated to reflect the recent updates to Section 2.3 assumptions. 
The measures savings for this protocol should be updated to be based on the current 
assumptions in Section 2.3 which yield a baseline energy usage of 3338 kWh. 

2.14.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• This section should be updated based on the revised baseline energy consumption of 3338 
kWh. This yields a default savings of 10.0 kWh per foot of installed insutation. 

2.74.3 Definition of Terms 

• The Energy to Demand Eactor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Eigure 2-7 and the new peak period, and the section text should be updated 

accordingly. 

2.16 Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pumps 

2.26.7 Eligibility 

Comments: 

• PECO suggests stating explicitly that each zone must have a valid baseline (rather than eacli 
system). Eor example, we want to make sure a room AC does not get used as a baseline for 
more than one zone of DHP. 

2.16.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• Savings for DHPs come from the zonal capabilities, the variable speed drives, and the fact 
that there are no ducts. PECO suggests adding a factor for the lack of ducts if the baseline is a 
central system. Could be similar to the inverse of the DuctSF that was used previously in the 
Electric Fl VAC section (section 2.1). 

• PECO's consultant found runtime hours in NYC were much lower for heating than they were 

for cooling due to the fact that most people who got a DFIP were still using their baseline 

heating technology as a primary heating source, and in many cases not using the DHP for 

heating at all. PECO suggests adding a factor to capture the effect of low usage of DFIP for 

heating. 

2.76.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The options for EFLHCK-I and EFLFIiiwi should also include using the EDC specific alternate 

EFLH from Fables 2-2 and 2-3 in Section 2.1 Electric HVAC. 

• For sources 7 and 9, PECO suggests referencing documents other than the PA TRM for each 

piece of data used. 
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• The Energy to Demand Eactor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using load profile for HVAC central 

cooling and the new peak period, and the section text should be updated accordingly. 

2.17 Fuel Switching: Domestic Hot Water Electric to Gas, Oil, or Propane 

2.37.1 Eligibility 

Comments: 

• There is often a delay for when a unit becomes available in the marketplace and when it 
actually earns the ENERGY STAR label. 'There are also several manufacturers that have 
chosen not to pay for the ENERGY STAR label even though their products meet the ENERGY 
STAR criteria. PECO recommends that Ihe language in the TRM be clarified to include 
language such as, "Products meeting the ENERGY STAR criteria may be allowed to receive 
Act 129 incentives, even if they are not ENERGY STAR labeled. Product qualification should 
be confirmed through review of the AHR1 testing reports." 

2.37.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Source notes for'Table 2-31 are included in section 2.17.4 rather than directly below the table 
2-31. 'They should be moved to section 2.17.3. 

• Source notes are incorrectly numbered for "HW, Plot water used per day in gallons", "Thot, 
'Temperature of hot water", and "Tcold, Temperature of cold water". Also, sources 7 and 8 in 
section 2.17.4 have inadvertently been combined. It is unclear which is which. They should be 
separated into different sources and Table 2-31 updated to the correct notes. 

• We recommend adding the note about tankless water heater EE directly into the assumptions 
table rather than as a footnote. 

• The "Ta.id, Temperature of cold water supply" variable (source 8) refers to footnote #24 of the 
Mid-Atlantic TRM. Assuming this is a reference to Version 2.0 (July, 2011), footnote #24 
pertains to hardwired CFL fixtures. Please specify the 'TRM version number and check the 
footnote number. 

• The Energy to Demand Factor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Figure 2-8 and the new peak period, and the section text should be updated 

accordingly. 

2.17.4 Energy Factors Based on Tank Size 

Comments: 

• 'Table 2-32 should be renamed to, "Minimum Baseline Energy Factors based on 'Tank Size" 
and the second column should be renamed "Minimum Energy Factors (EFbase)". 

2.17.5 Deemed Savings 

Comments: 
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"I his section should be renamed "Default Savings" as the measure has been adjusted to a 

partially deemed algorithm. 

The deemed savings table 2-33 should be removed, and instead a deemed algorithm for 
AkWh should be added as follows: 

/ 1 \ 
AkWh * 3018.0 

^EF elect,blS 

This reflects the revision of this measure to a default value for EFKIM? rather than a deemed 

value, and also reflects allows the default savings to be based on tank size. 

2.18 Fuel Switching: Heat Pump Water Heater to Gas, Oil or Propane Water Heater 

2.75.7 Eligibility 

Comments: 

• There is often a delay for when a unit becomes available in the marketplace and when it 
actually earns the ENERGY STAR label. There are also several manufacturers that have 
chosen not to pay for the ENERGY STAR label even though their products meet the ENERGY 
STAR criteria. PECO recommends that the language in the TRM be clarified to say something 
similar to, "Products meeting the ENERGY STAR criteria may be allowed to receive Act 129 
incentives, even if they are not ENERGY STAR labeled. Product qualification should be 
confirmed through review of the AHRI testing reports." 

2.78.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 
• Revise algorithms as follows: 

AkWh 
34. . - S 

Fuel Consumption (MMBtu) = 

• The Energy to Demand Factor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Figure 2-9 and the new peak period, and the section text should be updated 

accordingly. 

2.28.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The Values for EF Nc7,ii isl , I . ' . } ' i ' rop. tne, in.sl,, and EFoii.insi. should be modified to include, "or EDC Data 
Gathering" to allow input of EF of actual incented units. 

• Fhe "Tvou, Temperature of cold water supply" variable (source 8) refers to footnote #24 of the 
Mid-Atlantic TRM. Assuming this is a reference to Version 2.0 (July, 2011), footnote #24 
pertains to hardwired CFL fixtures. Please specify the TRM version number and check the 
footnote number. 
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The Energy to Demand Factor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Figure 2-9 and the new peak period, and the section text should be updated 

accordingly. 

2.18.5 Deemed Savings 

Comments: 

This section should be renamed "Default Savings" as the measure has been adjusted to a 
partially deemed algorithm. All uses of "deemed" within the protocol should be corrected to 
"default." 

The deemed savings tables 2-36 and 2-37 should be removed, and instead a deemed 
algorithm for AkWh should be added as follows: 

AkWh * 3018.0 
1 \ 

This reflects the revision of this measure to a default value for EFIM-* rather than a deemed 
value, and also reflects allows the default savings to be based on tank size. 

And a deemed algorithm for fossil fuel consumption should be added as follows: 

/ 1 \ 
Fossil Fuel Consumption (MMBtu)3 — * 10.3 

2.19 Fuel Switching: Electric Heat to Gas/Propane/Oil Heat 

Introduction 

Comments: 

• ENERGY STAR Requirements: Per language in the 2011 and 2013 TRC orders, the 
Commission has clearly stated a directive that fuel switching measures should only incent 
fuel switching to ENERGY STAR rated products. There are several versions of ENERGY 
STAR Furnace standards that have been made over the years. Each subsequent standard 
replaces the previous one; however, the standard applies to manufactured date of products, 
not sale date. As previous standards are replaced, existing stock eventually sells through and 
new stock meeting the current standards replaces them. This means there may be ENERGY 
STAR labeled products available for purchase at the same time based on multiple ENERGY 
STAR versions. It is appropriate to encourage the latest version of the ENERGY STAR 
standards as they provide a higher level of efficiency for the consumer. As such, we 
recommend adding language to the TRM, as suggested below, which includes a sunset date 
for which ENERGY STAR products are acceptable for receiving incentives. Further, we 
recommend the Commission allow not just ENERGY STAR rated equipment, but also 
ENERGY STAR equivalent products. Some manufacturers sell high efficiency units, but have 
chosen not to pursue the ENERGY STAR label or may still be in the process of obtaining it. 
Customers should still be allowed to receive incentives for those high efficiency units. We 
suggest that the following language be added to the protocol: 

To encourage adoption of the highest efficiency units, older units which meet outdated 
ENERGY S'FAR standards may he incented up through the given sunset dates. EDCs may 
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provide bj cen lives for equipment with efficiencies greater than or equal to the ENERGY 
STAR requirements per the following table. Products meeting the ENERGY STAR criteria 
may be allowed to receive Act 129 incentives, even if they are not ENERGY STAR labeled. 
Product qualification should be confirmed through review of the AHRI testing reports. 

ENERGY STAR Product Criteria 
Version 

ENERGY STAR 
Effective 
Manufacture Date 

Act 129 Sunset 
Date3 

ENERGY STAR Furnaces Version 4.0 February 1, 2013 N/A 

ENERGY STAR Furnaces Version 3.0 February 1,2012 May 31, 2014 

ENERGY STAR Furnaces Version 2.0, 
Tier II units October 1,2008 May 31,2013 

" Date after which Act 129 programs may no longer offer incentives for products meeting the criteria 
for the listed ENERGY STAR version. 

2.19.1 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• We recommend adding the following statement to the opening paragraph or in section 2.19.1: 
"EDCs may use billing analysis using program participant data to claim measure savings, in 
lieu of using the defaults provided in this measure protocol." 

• Incorrect Parameter in Savings Calculation: In the equation calculating "Heating savings with 
electric baseboards or electric furnaces (assumed 100% efficiency)," the parameter EFLHdw 
iiimjco is incorrectly used for the term representing the energy consumption of the fossil fuel 
furnace blower motor. As such, PECO recommends that this EFLH parameter, bolded in the 
equation below, be updated in the TRM to properly represent the EFLH of the fossil fuel 
blower motor. 

4 * W W hear = 
_CAPY e l e c h e a t x E F L H e l e c f u m a c e

 H P ™ ' " > T 4 6 W IEFLH fuel furnace 

3412 Btu 
kWh 

w 
nmo,orx1000m 

Incorrect Parameter in Savings Calculation: In the equation calculating "Heating savings with 
electric air source heat pump," the parameter EFLHhL-.ii (which is not defined in the 
subsequent tables) is incorrectly used in the term representing the energy consumption of the 
fossil fuel furnace blower motor and the ASFIP. As such, PECO recommends that this EFLFI 
parameter, bolded in the equations below, be updated in the TRM to properly represent the 
EFLH of the fossil fuel blower motor and ASHP. 

W\ 

AkWhASHP 

heat 

_CAPYASHPF}eat -EHM^EFLH^ ^ ^ ^ 7 4 6 ^ ^^FU^EFLH^,^^ 

HSPFASIiPx1000 W 

m 
w 

nmotor*1ooom 

2.20 Ceiling / Attic and Wall Insulation 

Cross Cutting 

Comments: 

• Each sub-section in this protocol is labeled with 2.21.X rather than the appropriate 2.20.X. 
Update all sub-section labels. 
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2.20.2 (2.21.2 in the draft) Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Based on feedback from the ICSPs, we recommend either adding additional insulation level 

options, or better yet, allowing EDC Data Gathering for the baseline and retrofit R-values. It 

should be made clear that the "assembly R-value" is required as opposed to the R-value of 

the added insulation alone. 

• It appears the CF values have not been updated to reflect the new peak demand period. This 

should be corrected. These should be made to match updated CF from section 2.1 Electric 

FIVAC and section 2.11 Room AC Retirement per the comments made under those sections. 

• The options for EFLPkwi and EFLFIiu.-t should also include using the EDC specific alternate 

EFLH from Tables 2-2 and 2-3 in Section 2.1 Electric HVAC. 

2.21 Refrigerator/Freezer Recycling with and without Replacement 

2.21.1 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• The variable "DEEMED_kWhsaved Per Unit" should be corrected to read 
"GROSS_kWhsaved Per Unit" to be more consistent the Uniform Methods Protocol (UMP) 
and other protocols in the TRM. This should also be changed in section 2.21.2 Definition of 
Terms and section 2.21.3 Deemed Savings Calculations. 

• As currently written, this protocol improperly includes deemed savings values based on net 
savings rather than gross savings as is used on all other measures in the TRM. 'Fhe 
Commission has made clear that Act 129 compliance is based on gross savings, not net 
savings, however, this measure deviates from that clear direction and instead bases the 
deemed values on net savings. There has been no justification for why this deviation is made, 
nor has the Commission given a directive that the protocol should use net savings versus 
gross. With all other measures, net-to-gross information is collected as part of the program 
evaluations and is reported to the Commission separate from gross savings. This measure 
should be treated like all others. Fhe deemed savings values in this protocol should be 
corrected to be based solely on gross savings, and all discussion of net adjustments should be 
removed from the protocol and left to the EDC independent evaluators. 

• If net savings adjustments are left in the protocol, the TRM protocol should at least be 
adjusted to be more consistent with the UMP protocol. The only time the UMP protocol 
subtracts energy consumption of a replacement unit is in the net savings calculation, and 
then only when the program induced the customer to replace their old unit with a new one 
and recycle the old. Per the language in the UMP protocol Section 5.2 (emphasis added): 

5.2 Induced Replacement (INDUCED_kWh) 
Evalualors must accouni for replacement units onlv when a recycling profiram induces 
replacement (that is, when the participant would not have purchased the replacement 
refrigerator in the absence oflhe recycling program). As previously noted, the purchase of a 
refrigerator in conjunction wilh program participation does not necessarily indicate induced 
replacement. (The refrigerator market is continuously replacing older refrigerators with new 
units, independent of any programmatic effects.) However, if a customer would have not 
purchased the replacement unit (put another appliance on the grid) in absence of (he 
program, the net program savings should reflect this fad. Tins is. in effect, akin lo negative 
spillover and should be used to adjust net program savings downward. 
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This lNDUCED_kWh variable only shows up in the algorithm for net savings in the UMP 
protocol as shown here: 

NETJcWh = N*(NETJ:R_SMI_kWh - INDUCED JWh) 
Where: 
NET_i:i<_SMI_kWh = average per unit energy savings net natural}}/ occurring 

removal from grid and secondary market impacts 
INDUCEDJcWh = average per uttit energy consumption caused by the 

program inducing participants to acquire refrigerators 
they would not have independent of program 
participation 

We strongly support following the UMP protocol for Refrigerator Recycling for both gross 
and net savings evaluations. However, as currently written, the TRM protocol subtracts the 
energy consumption of the replacement unit from the energy savings regardless of whether 
the program did not influence that replacement. This is a key deviation from the UMP for 
"NET_kWhsaved Per Unit" that PECO believes leads to improper savings estimates. Since 
replacement is a net-to-gross issue, replacement units should be left to the EDC evaluations 
and the evaluations should be allowed to account for these adjustments in a consistent 
manner with the UMP protocol using the INDUCED_kWh factor. 

2.21.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• In the definition for EXISTINC_UEC, and PARTJJSE, default values from PY3 are shown. 
These should be removed from the definition. If default values are to be provided, they 
should be listed in a table consistent with other TRM measure protocols. 

• In the definition for REPLACEMENTUEC, default values are shown. These should be 
removed from the definition and listed in a table consistent with other TRM measure 
protocols. 

2.21.3 Deemed Savings Calculations 

Comments: 

• Although we support the breakout of the savings by EDC, we recommend the savings be 
listed as default savings values calculated using the partially deemed algorithm with deemed 
coefficients, and default variable inputs by EDC. We further recommend allowing each EDC 
to calculate program savings using the partially deemed algorithm, the deemed coefficients, 
and actual program year recycled refrigerator/freezer data which will provide a more 
accurate annual ex ante savings estimate due to changing mix of program participation year-
to-year. Since this data is already gathered by the program implementer, it is readily 
available information that can be used to provide more accurate savings estimates if an EDC 
chooses. If this change is made as recommended, this section heading should be modified to 
read, "Default Savings Calculations." 

• The algorithm for Existing Refrigerator UEC should be modified to remove the average age 
of units recvcled of 27.036 as follows: 

Existing Refrigerator UEC = 365.25 *(0.582+0.027 ̂ average age of appliancc¥?M6).. -
• It would be useful to provide a table of the deemed coefficients so that EDCs and incorporate 

them into their tracking systems more easily. Such tables were included in the 2013 TRM, 
however, they were removed in the 2014 TRM. It is unclear why the tables were removed. 
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• It is unclear where the coefficients for the Existing Ereezer UEC algorithm come from. The 
note indicates the source for freezer UEC equation to be the US DOE Uniform Methods 
Project, Savings Protocol for Refrigerator Retirement. This reference however does not 
provide any coefficients for freezers. A proper reference for the freezer algorithm and 
deemed coefficients should be provided. 

• The last rows in table 2-46 and 2-47 are both incorrectly labeled as "Estimated UEC Savings." 
These should both be relabeled to "Existing_UEC" to be consistent with the previously 
defined terms. 

2.22 Residential New Construction 

2.22.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• It appears the CF value has not been updated to reflect the new peak demand period. This 

should be corrected. These should be made to match updated CF from section 2.1 Electric 

FIVAC per the comments made under that section. 

2.23 ENERGY STAR Refrigerators 

2.23.3 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• This protocol underestimates savings when tables 2-53 or 2-55 are used. The formulas 
provided in the tables calculate the maximum allowable energy consumption, not the actual 
energy consumption of the installed unit. Many ENERGY STAR rated refrigerators use 
significantly less than the maximum allowable energy consumption. Most refrigerators have 
test data which estimates annual energy consumption. We recommend this section be 
modified to allow use of the actual incented refrigerator test data for annual energy 
consumption for the kWhci; variable to calculate energy savings. It is reasonable to use the 
given formulas for the federal standard maximum usage as the baseline when the actual 
volume and configuration is known. To make these changes we recommend the following 
edits: 

If the volume and configuration of the refrigerator is knozvn, the baseline the federal-mininmrn 
efffoieHoy-ami-l^£^GY-STA'R-qHHlified-niodels' annual energy consumption (kWhi<,>*,-) may 
beafe-detennined using table 2-53. The efficient models' annual eueigy consumption (kWhv.i-
orkWIiMi:) may be determined using manufacturers' test data for the given model. Where test 
data is not available the algorithms in tables 2-53 and 2-55 for "ENERGY STAR and 
ENERGY STAR Most Efficient maximum energy usage in kWhlyear" may be used to 
determine the efficient energy consumption for a conservative savings estimate. 

2,23.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The first paragraph in this section should also be modified consistent with the language used 
above. We recommend the following edits: 

...If this information is known, annual energy mage-consumption (kWhiw) of the ENERGY-
STAR model-and-federal standard model em-be~ealculated-may be determined using table 2-
53. The efficient models' annual energy consumption (kWhix or kWhwr.) may be determined 
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using manufacturers' test data for the given model Where test data is not available, the 
algorithms iu tables 2-53 ami 2-55 for "ENERGY STAR ami ENERGY STAR Most Efficient 
maximum energy usage in kWhhiear" mail be used to determine efficient cncrgif consumption 
for a conservative sazhngs estimate. The term "AV" in the equations refers to "Adjusted 
Volume," which is AV = (Fresh Volume) +7.63 x (Freezer Volume). Note, ENERGY STAR 
algorithms are not given for the categories "bottom mounted freezer with thnmgh-the-door 
ice", "refrigerator only-single door without ice" and "refrigeratorI freezer-single door." Refer 
to table 2-54 for default values for these categories. Table 2-53 is also provided for platnnng 
purposes to compare to the changing federal standards detailed in table 2-57. 

• The paragraph after table 2-54 should be modified consistent with the language used above. 
We recommend the following edits: 

ENERGY STAR Most Efficient annual energy u$age-can be eak-tdated-using Table-2 55 
consumption (kWliMi:) may be determined using manufacturers' test data for the given model. 
Where test data is not available, the algorithms in Table 2-55 for "ENERGY STAR Most 
Efficient maximum energy usage iu kWh/uear" may be used to determine efficient energy 
consumption for a conservative savings estimate. Baseline annual energy u&ige-consuniption 
(kWhh,*-) of the federal standard model can be cahrukted may be determined using Table 2-53. 

2.24 ENERGY STAR Freezers 

2.24.7 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• Similar to the ENERGY STAR Refrigerator protocol, this protocol under estimates savings 
when table 2-58 is used. The formulas provided in the table calculate the maximum allowable 
energy consumption, not the actual energy consumption of the installed unit. Many ENERGY 
S'FAR rated freezers use significantly less than the maximum allowable energy consumption. 
Most freezers have test data which estimates annual energy consumption. We recommend 
this section be modified to allow use of the actual incented freezer test data for annual energy 
consumption for the kWhi-H variable to calculate energy savings. It is reasonable to use the 
given formulas for the federal standard maximum usage as the baseline when the actual 
volume and configuration is known. To make these changes, we recommend the following 
edits: 

If the volume and configuration of the freezer is known, the baseline the-federal minimum 
efficiency and ENERGY STAR qualified models' annual energy consumption (kWhi<llv) may 
be ape-determined using table 2-58. The efficient models' annual energy consumption (kWhr.i:) 
may be determined using manufacturers' test data for the given model. Where test data is not 
available the algorithms iu table 2-58 for "ENERGY STAR maximum energy usage in 
kWhlyear" may be used to determine the efficient energy consumption for a conservative 
savings estimate. 

2.24.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The first paragraph in this section should also be modified consistent with the language used 
above. We recommend the following edits: 

... // this information is knotvu, annual energy mage-consumption (kWhiw) of the ENERGY-
STAR model and federal minimum efficiency standard model ean-be-calcnlated may be 
determined using table 2-58. The efficient models' annual energy consumption (kWhr.r.) may 
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be determined using manufacturers' test data for the given model. Where test data is not 
available, the algorithms in table 2-58 for "ENERGY STAR maximum energu usage in 
kWh/uear" may be used to determine efficient energu consumption for a conservative savings 
estimate. The term "AV" in the equations refers to "Adjusted Volume," lohich is AV= 1.73 * 
Total Volume. Note this table is also provided for planning purposes to compare to the 
changing federal standards detailed in table 2-60. 

2.25 ENERGY STAR Clothes Washers 

2.25.7 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• Edit / Grammar: Delete the crossed out word and add the bolded and underlined words to 

the following sentence: "Where MEF is the Modified Energy Factor, which is the energy 

performance metorig metric for clothes washers". 

2.25.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• 'Fhe algorithm for AkWh savings has been updated to no longer include percentage signs. 

'Fhe terms defined still have percentage signs accompanying the variables. They should be 

updated to be consistent with the nomenclature in the algorithm. For example: 

o 'Fhe defined variable %CWiw is not a variable in the algorithm, but CWiw<- is. 

Update the affected variables by removing the percentage signs to make them 

consistent with the algorithm, %CWi>i<>*. 

• Edit / GrammanJDelete the crossed out word and add the bolded and underlined words to 

the following sentence: "WF is the quotient of the total weighted per-cycle water 

consumption ctividied- divided by the capacity of the clothes washer". 

• Reference 129: The most up-to-date version of the Energy Star Program Requirements is 

Version 6.1, effective February 15, 2013. Consider updating the source information. 'Fhe 

information that the source refers to remains unchanged, no further updates are needed. 

• Edit / Grammar: Delete the crossed out word and add the bolded and underlined words to 

the following sentence: ",2"Based on ENERGY STAR Version 6.0 requirements, ENERGY 

STAR Program Requirements Product Specification for Gltohes Clothes Washers, Eligibility 

Criteria Version 6.0. Accessed August 2012". 

• Reference 130: The source listed, "ENERGY STAR Clothes Washers Key Product Criteria 

website: http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=clotheswash.pr_crit_clothes_washers", 

does not correspond to the data it refers to. Consider updating it to a current source such as 

the following: liilp://www I .ecw.energy.gov/hiiiKlings/appliiiiK'^siandiirds/protluei.jtspx/prnduciid/39 

• Sources 1 -6: Table 2-61 lists sources from 1 to 8 for the terms included, yet only 6 sources are 

listed under the table. All 8 sources should be listed; update and add the sources as 

necessary. 
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• 'Die DSavo. deemed value has not been updated to represent the new peak demand period. 

This should be reviewed and updated. A load shape for clothes washers should be used from 

the liuilding America lienchmarks database for PA cities. These can be located at the 

following web address and include load shapes for several residential end-uses that can be 

used to update CPs in the TRM: 

Imp.VAvww I ^cru.cncr^v.tfov/huikliiisis/rcsKlcntiai/docs/anaJvsis cdsiitm fuKiics.xip 

• A CF of 1.0 is not appropriate. The source note for the CF indicates that the coincidence factor 

is already embedded in the summer peak demand reduction estimate. If this is the case, the 

CF should be removed from the algorithm and the source should be listed instead as a note 

on the DSavcw variable. 

2.25.4 Future Standards Changes 

Comments: 

• Edit / Grammar:_Delete the crossed out words and add the bolded and underlined words to 

the following sentence: "The efficiency standards and the effective TRM that in which these 

standards become the baseline are detailed in Table 2-63". 

2.26 ENERGY STAR Dishwashers 

2.26.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• In Table 2-64, delete the crossed out word and add the bolded and underlined word to the 

following sentence: "Federal Standard and ENERGY STAR v 5.0 Residential Diohwnotor 

Dishwasher Standard". 

• In Table 2-65, the values for k W h w and kWhi-i; do not match the values listed in the Energy 

Star Appliance Calculator for electrically heated hot water. The values currently listed 

correspond instead to gas heated hot water. The following updates are recommended to 

reflect the correct values for electrically heated hot water: 

o kWhiMM.- = 151 kWh/yr 355 kWh/yr 

o kWhiiii = 126kWh/yr295kWh/yr 

• Edit / Grammar: Delete the crossed out words and spaces, and add the bolded and 

underlined words to the following sentence: "The default values for electric and non-electric 

water heating and the default fuel mix from Table 2-6445 are given in Table 2-66". 

• In Table 2-66, the values for AkWh/yr do not have a reference; consider adding the 

appropriate reference for completeness. In addition, the Default Fuel Mix is listed as having 

%ElectriciJiiw= 42%, yet Table 2-65 lists the default as %Electricuiiw= 43%. A revision is 

recommended for consistency. 

• Edit / Grammar: Delete the crossed out words in the following table heading: "Table 2-66: 

Default Dishwasher Energy and Demand Savings". 
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• Sources 1-3: Table 2-65 lists sources from I to 4 for the terms included, yet only 3 sources are 

listed under the table. All 4 sources should be listed; update and add the sources as 

necessary. 

• Edit / Grammar: Delete the crossed out number and add underlined space in the following 

sentence: "^Statewide average for all housing types from Pennsylvania Statewide 

Residential End-Use and Saturation Study, 2012,_Demand savings derived using dishwasher 

load shape." 

• The DSavnw deemed value has not been updated to represent the new peak demand period. 

This should be reviewed and updated. A load shape for dishwashers should be used from 

the Building America Benchmarks database for PA cities. These can be located at the 

following web address and include load shapes for several residential end-uses that can be 

used to update CFs in the TRM: 

lutp:/Avwwl .ccre.ciici ̂ y.^tiv/huiklin.iis/icsidcntialAlocs/analvsis e.xisiinsi homes.zip 

• A CF of 1.0 is not appropriate. The source note for the CF indicates that the coincidence factor 

is already embedded in the summer peak demand reduction estimate. If this is the case, the 

CF should be removed from the algorithm and the source should be listed instead as a note 

on the DSavDw variable. 

2.27 ENERGY STAR Dehumidifiers 

2.27.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• In Table 2-68, the savings values for do not have a reference; consider adding the appropriate 
reference for completeness. In addition, the values listed in Table 2-68 do not match the 
values listed in the Energy Star Appliance Calculator for the stipulated dehumidifier capacity 
ranges. The following updates are recommended: 

'Table 2-68: Dehumidifier Default Energy Savings 

Capacity Range 
(pints/day) 

Default Capacity 
(pints/day) 

Federal Standard 
(kWh/yr) 

ENERGY STAR 
(kWh/yr) 

AkWh 

£35 35 686 834 500 609 4*6-225 

> 35 < 45 45 905-965 733 782 . 4W-183 

>45 < 54 54 988-1,086 854-939 434-147 

>54 < 75 74 4734-1-1,400 +rl44-l,287 98-114 

75 5 185 130 4,660-1,673 4T483-1,493 478-179 

The DSavnn deemed value has not been updated to represent the new peak demand period. 

This should be reviewed and updated. A load shape for dehumidifiers should be used from 

the Building America Benchmarks database for PA cities. These can be located at the 

following web address and include load shapes for several residential end-uses that can be 

used to update CFs in the TRM: 

liitp://wwwl .ccrc.cnL'r^y.tzov/buikliims/rcsidcntialAiocs/analvsis existing liomcs./ip 
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• A CF of ! .0 is not appropriate. The source note for the CF indicates that the coincidence factor 

is already embedded in the summer peak demand reduction estimate. If this is the case, the 

CF should be removed from the algorithm and the source should be listed instead as a note 

on the DSavnn variable. 

2.28 ENERGY STAR Room Air Conditioners 

Introduction 

Comments: 

• Edit / Grammar: Delete the crossed out word and add the bolded and underlined word to the 
following sentence: "This measure relates to the purchase and installation of a room air 
conditioner meeting ENERGY STAR criterion criteria". 

2.28.2 Definition of Terms 

• DSaviiAc and CF each list references, yet no details are provided about the specific inputs that 

went into those references. Consider adding more details for completeness. 

• In reference to the source for CF, this CF might be slightly high for room ACs. For Con 

Edison in NY, PECO engaged a third party to conduct a thorough RAC metering study and 

found a CF of 0.30 for RACs installed in medium density areas (i.e. outside NYC). 'I his low 

CF is attributed to the fact that 50% of RACs in the program are installed in bedrooms and 

only run at non-coincident times. The 0.30 CF was almost exactly 50% of the previous Con 

Edison value. Consider using a factor to translate CAC CF to RAC CF. Further, the CF should 

be based on the new peak demand period. The CF for Room AC Retirement and ENERGY 

STAR Room Air Conditioners should both be updated accordingly. 

• The EFLFIKAC in Table 2-72 should be updated to be based on the EFLFLODI values in Section 

2.1 Electric FIVAC which were based on REM/Rate modeling of PA homes. Alternatively, the 

measure should also include using the EDC specific alternate EFLFI from Tables 2-2 and 2-3 

in Section 2.1 Electric FIVAC to derive the EFLFIKAC. 

2.29 ENERGY STAR Lighting 

Comments: 

• PECO supports the significant updates to this protocol for the 2014 TRM. Given the 
significance of these updates, PECO intends to base PY5 verified savings for CFL measures 
on the updated protocol, including the recommended updates given below. 

• We recommend combining the ENERGY STAR Lighting and ENERGY STAR LED protocols 
into one common protocol. The US DOE has released a final Version 1.0 ENERGY S'FAR 
Lamps Specification on August 28, 2013 which will replace the previous ENERGY S'FAR 
Compact Fluorescent Lamps V4.3 and Integral LED Lamps VI.4 specifications on September 
30, 2014". As the algorithms are exactly the same and they are both residential lighting 
measures, it makes sense to combine them into one overall residential lighting protocol and 

8 See ENERGY STAR website for details at: http://www.L'nergystar.gov/prodiicts/specs/node/273 
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provide LED and CEL specific tables. We further recommend that the protocols be updated 
to the new standard given that it will be the governing document for a majority of the PY6 
program year (June I , 2014 through May 31, 2015). The following comments are made 
assuming the protocols remain separate. 

Consider adding the following paragraph from the ENERGY STAR LEDs section, since it 
should apply equally: 

For upstream buy-doum, retail (time of sale), or efficiency kit programs, baseline umttages can 
be determined using the tables included in this protocol below. For direct install programs, 
wattage of the existing lamp removed may be used in lieu of the tables below. 

We recommend the introductory language be updated as follows and a new sub-section 
2.29.1 Eligibility be added for consistency with the rest of the TRM and to provide further 
clarity for the measures. 

2.29 ENERGY STAR Lighting 
2.29.1 Algorithms 
Savings from installation of screw-in ENERGY STAR CFLs (general service and specialty 
bulbs), ENERGY STAR fluorescent torchieres, ENERGY STAR indoor fluorescent fixtures, 
(md-ENERGY STAR outdoor fluorescent fixtures, and a Ceiling Fan with ENERGY STAR 
fluorescent light fixture are based on a straightfonoard algorithm that calculates the difference 
between existing baseline and uerv wattage,, and uses the average daily hours of usage for the 
lighting unit being replaced. An "in-service" rate is used to reflect the fact that not all 
light'nig products purchased are actually installed immediately. 

2.29.1 Eligibititu 

Definition of Efficient Equipment 

In order for this measure protocol to apply, the high-efficiency equipment must be a screw-in 
ENERGY STA R CFLs (general service or speciattu bulb). ENERGY STAR fluorescent 
torchiere, ENERGY STAR indoor fluorescent fixture. ENERGY STAR outdoor fluorescent 
fixture, or a Ceiling Fan with ENERGY STAR fluorescent light fixture. 

Definition of Baseline Equipment 

The baseline equipment is assumed to be a socket, fixture, torchiere, or ceiling fan with a 
standard general service incandescent light bulb(s). 

Au adjustment to the baseline wattage for general service screzv-in CFLs and some specialty 
CFLs is ffte* made to account for the Energy Independence and Security Act of2007 (EISA 
2007), zohich requires that al! general service lamps and some specialty lamps between 40 W 
and '100 W meet minimum efficiency standards in terms of amount of light delivered per unit 
of energy consumed. The standard is phased in over tzvo years, betzoeen fanuary I, 2072 and 
lanuary I, 2014. This adjustment affects ENERGY STAR CFLs, and may affect ENERGY 
STAR Fluorescent Torchieres, ENERGY STAR Indoor Fluorescent Fixtures, ENERGY 
STAR Outdoor Fluorescent Fixtures, and a Ceiling Fan zoith ENERGY STAR Ceiling Fans 
fluorescent light fixture where the baseline condition is assumed to be a general service, 
standard screw-in incandescent light bulb, or specialty, screzo-in incandescent lamp. 
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i:or upstream bitu-dtmm, retail (time of sale), or cfficiencu kit programs, baseline wattages can 
be lietermincct using the tables included in this protocol below. For direct install programs, 
wattage of the existing lamp removed bu the program mau be used in lieu of the tables below. 

2.29,2 Algorithms 

The general form of the equation for the ENERGY STAR or other residential high-efficiency 
lighting energy savings algorithm is: 

Total Annual Savhtgs = Number of Units X Annual Savings per Unit 

ENERGY STAR CFL Bulbs (screw-in general service und specialtu bulbs, e.g. EISA 
non-exempt and exempt bulbs): 

2.29.1 Algorithms 

Com me tits: 

• The Ceiling Fan algorithms for energy and demand include the Interactive Effects component 
as: (I-IEkWh) and (1-IEkvv). These should instead be corrected to: (1+IEkwh) and (l+lEkw). 

• Each pair of energy and demand algorithms by bulb type currently contain a "/1000" 
conversion factor from watts to kilowatts. However, this term immediately follows the delta 
watts section in the energy algorithms and is placed later in the demand algorithms. For 
consistency and clarity it should immediately follow the delta watts section in all algorithms. 

2.29.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The definition of Wathw lists the wrong table. It should be corrected to reference 'Fable 2-74 
and 2-75. 

• The input in the Value cell for WattsiM*- should be updated to include an option for direct 
install programs where the actual removed wattage is known. Also, the Source should be 
updated to include both table 2-74 and 2-75. We recommend the following updates: 

Table 8. Recommended updates to Table 2-73 in the 2014 TRM. 

Component Type Value Sources 

WattSbose Variable Uostream retail and qiveawav 
proarams: See Tables 2-74 and 
2-75 

Table 2-74 and Table 2-
75 

WattSbose Variable 

Direct install oroarams: EDC 
Data Gatherina 

Data Gatherina 

The note for Source #2 from Table 2-73 explains the ISR of 97% is based on discounting future 
savings back to the current program year. What is the discount rate underlying this 
calculation? 
Fhe ISRcfl is shown at 96%, but the reference says it should be 97%. We further express 
disagreement with the concept of "discounting" future energy savings to a present value. A 
kWh is not like money in which I kWh in the future is measured at less than 1 kWh today. 
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There may be a lower value of that kWh, but the kWh itself is fundamentally the same. This 
is analogous to saying one mile of road in the future is anything less than one mile of road 
today. The difference in value can be accounted for in the TRC calculations, however, the 
EDCs should be given credit towards compliance for the energy savings achieved, regardless 
of whether it happens today or in the future. Thus, we recommend the ISRcn, be set at 99% as 
the California lighting study found. 

We recommend adding a separate ISRcrum for direct install programs. There is a fundamental 
difference in concept between an ISR from a retail/time of sale/giveaway program where a 
customer may be purchasing/receiving CELs for which they do not currently have an 
available socket, but which they will eventually install when an existing bulb burns out, and 
a direct install program in which all CFLs are initially installed and evaluation finds some to 
be subsequently removed by the customer with no plans to re-install. An evaluation of 
PECO's PY4 Low-Income Energy Efficiency Program (LEEP) included site visits to verify the 
appropriate ISR for direct install CELs. The findings from the program yielded an ISRca of 
97.3%. We recommend the protocol include this as an open variable with a default of 97.3% 
which can be verified by evaluation. Although it is similar to the current upstream ISR, we 
recommend having separate ISR's based on this understanding of fundamental differences. 
The CP has been updated to 9.1% based on an EMPower MD report. It is unclear whether this 
CE represents the new peak demand period or the old peak 100 hour period. This should be 
clarified. We recommend the CE be clearly identified as a "default" value rather than a 
"deemed" value and "or EDC Data Gathering" should be added to the Value cell in table 2-73 
to allow EDC specific CP's to be developed. PECO has determined a PECO-specific CF for the 
Phase II peak demand period of 11.6% based on an analysis of various residential lighting 
load shapes from different studies. The review compared loadshapes from a NMR 2009 NE 
study, the EMPower MD referenced by the TRM, DEER 2008, and a KEMA 2005/2010 profile 
(merged by ADM). After comparison of the various load shapes and underlying data, it was 
determined the NMR 2009 NE load shape was the most reliable for PA. The CF = 11.6% was 
calculated using the Act 129 Phase II peak demand period and the residential lighting load 
shape developed through the 2009 Northeast residential lighting logger study conducted by 
Nexus Market Research, RLW Analytics, and GDS Associates, as part of PECO's Act 129 
Phase I, PY4 evaluation. (Nexus Market Research, Inc., RLW Analytics, Inc., and GDS 
Associates, 2009. Residential Lighting Markdown impact Evaluation. Prepared for 
Markdown and Buydown Program Sponsors in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 
and Vermont. January 20, 2009.) PECO's consultant, Navigant, plans to use this CF for 
establishing verified savings from PECO's residential lighting measures during all of Phase M 
including PY5 given acknowledgment by the SWE of an error in the CE in the 2013 TRM. 
Currently there is a footnote on the ISRcfl figure saying that the value can be updated if 
evaluation findings reveal a value that differs from the default. This same comment can 
instead be applied more broadly to all of'Fable 2-73, or at a minimum, applied specifically to 
the CF value and IE factors as well. 

The text notes that "In the absence of EDC data gathering, the default values for Energy and 
Demand FIVAC Interactive Effects are in 'Fable 2-76 below". We recommend preceding this 
with a note in Table 2-73 in the Value cell for lEkwi, and lEkw saying "Data Gathering, or see 
Table 2-76". 

We recommend Table 2-76 be updated with PECO specific IE values based on a robust 
analysis completed by Navigant for PECO's PY4 evaluation. Navigant has completed 
analysis using the BEopt computer simulation program coupled with the EnergyPlus 
simulation engine to develop a PECO specific lEkwh and lEkw based data gathered from 
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PECO's baseline study and billing data. This is a more robust simulation software than the 
REM/Rate software which was utilized by the SWE to develop the default values in the table. 
Given that REM/Rate is not an independently validated building simulation software 
program according to the US DOE EERE website9, we consider the results of the liEopt and 
EnergyPlus simulations done by Navigant to be more reliable. A memo describing this 
analysis is included in Appendix A: PECO Residential CEL/LED Interactive Effects/Waste 
Heat Factor Analysis Memo. We recommend Table 2-76 be updated as follows: 

Table 9. Updates for Table 2-76 in the 2014 TRM. 

EDC [EkWh lEkw 

Duquesne 8% 13% 

FE (Metl-d) -8% 13% 

FE (Penn Glee) 1% 10% 

FE (Penn Power) 0% 20% 

FE (WPP) -2% 30% 

PPL -6% 12% 

PECO'" 44^22.8% 

Formatting: Table 2-73 lists Source #6 for the Interactive Effects Factors, but the CDS 
simulation modeling down below the table is incorrectly listed as Source #4. 
Add 1-2 sentences introducing the Delta Watts tables, or just move Table 2-74 below, rather 
than above, the text that begins to describe the protocol for determining base wattage. 
It may be worth adding 1-2 sentences saying leakage of program bulbs out of utility service 
territory should be assumed to be zero based on UMP and the notion that leakage out is 
likely approximately offset by leakage in. 

As currently written, the directions to determine Wattsb.^ are unclear and have led to some 

confusion among PECO's ICSPs. Also, the Table 2-75 is incomplete in reference to the various 

types of ENERGY STAR specialty bulbs available and the appropriate baseline wattages. 

There are multiple wattage ranges for each type of specialty bulb, however, Table 2-75 

assumes a single baseline wattage rather than the appropriate baseline wattage as 

determined by lumen output. We recommend the directions to use 1 able 2-74 be moved prior 

to the table, and the entire section be updated as follows: 

9 The US DOE EERE website lists hundreds of simulation software and provides a validation 
summary. The REM/Rate summary is listed here: 

http://appsLeero.energy.gov/buildings/l()ols diixictoi v'/software.cf:m/lD=287/pauename menu=pc/pa 
gename-platforms 
The EnergyPlus summary is listed here: 
htlp://appsl .eere.energy.gov/bulidings/tools dii,ectoi,y/software.cfm/ID=287/pagename menu=pc/pa 
iiename=plat forms 
1 0 Per PECO's PY4 Evaluation Research Report findings based on liEopt with EnergyPlus computer 
simulations calibrated to PECO's baseline study findings and PECO residential monthly average 
consumption data. 
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EISA Non-Exempt^ General Service Lamp (GSL) CFLs and LEDs 

To determine the Wattsi^for non-exempt GSLs, follow these steps: 

7. Identif}/ the ENERGY STAR CFL or LED screw-in lamp, Torchiere, Indoor Fixture or 

Outdoor Fixture's rated lumen output 

2. lu Table 2-74, find the lumen range into which the lamp falls (see columns (a) and (bl 

3. Find the baseline zoattage (Wattsnn^) in column (d). Values in column (c) are used for 

reference of the pre-EISA incandescent zoattage, but are no longer a baseline option for the 

2074 TRM as can be seen bu the Effective dates listed under column (e). 

Table 2-74. EISA Non-exempt General Service Screw-in CFL and LED Baseline Wattage by Lumen 
Output1213 

Lower 
Lumen 
Range 

(a) 

Upper 
Lumen 
Range 

(b) 

Incandescent 
Equivalent 

Incandescent 
Equivalent Post - EISA 

2007 Effective 
date 
(e) 

Lower 
Lumen 
Range 

(a) 

Upper 
Lumen 
Range 

(b) 

Pre-EISA 2007 
Post-EISA 

2007 

Post - EISA 
2007 Effective 

date 
(e) 

Lower 
Lumen 
Range 

(a) 

Upper 
Lumen 
Range 

(b) (Wattsaw) 
(0 

(WattSBw) 
(d) 

Post - EISA 
2007 Effective 

date 
(e) 

370 749 40 29 2014 TRM 

750 1049 60 43 2014 TRM 

7050 1489 75 53 2013 TRM 

•1490 2600 100 72 2012 TRM 

11 The EISA 2007 standards apply to general service incandescent lamps. A complete list of the 22 
incandescent lamps exempt from EISA 2007 is listed in the United States Department of Energy Impact 
of EISA 2007 ou General Service incandescent Lamps: FACT SHEET. 
1 2 EISA non-exempt GSLs include the following lamp types: General Service Screw-in CEL (A-lamp), 
Dimmable Twist, Globe (less than 5" in diameter and > 749 lumens), candle (shapes B, BA, CA > 749 
lumens), Candelabra Base Lamps (>'I049 lumens). Intermediate Base Lamps (>749 lumens). 
13GSLs with lumen outputs outside the given ranges are EISA exempt bulbs and should follow the 
baseline methodology for exempt bulbs. 
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Tubh 2-71: Biiselinv Wnttnge by Lintmt Output for Ganvrnl Service Uimfis (GSD1 4 

Minimum 
I t trnanf? 

(*) 

TTFVf n WTTwUTTT 

Lumens 

fr) 

frt J- Q ri e i a p f r f i r i t 
f T f M u F f U \ J \ M W F • • 

Equivalent 
•Watts&m, 

{Pr&-EISA-2007-) 

-to 

fPoGt-FISA 2007) 

m 

p0St-EiSA-2OO7 
Effective-Date 

<e) 

2m) um 72 2012 TRM 

vm 73 53 2073 TfiAl 

um 43 307'f TftAI 

749 3^ 21>7'/ TRM 

To tietermine the Wattsv^+for GSL?--, folUw-these oteps: 

4-.—Identify the ENERGY STAR CFL, Torchiere, Imtoor Fixture or Outdoor-Fixiure'f. rated luman 

output 

3-.—ln-r-(ibte-2-74i find the lumen range into which tiw lamp falfa (see COIMHHP (a) and (b). 

6-.—Find-the baseline wattage (Watt&i**) iu column (tr) or column (d). Values in column-h^-are-Ui-ed 

for-Watk,iu«< until the TRM listed under column (e) is effective. Afteranirds, values in-column (d) 

are-nsed-for Wattsn^r 

For EISA^xentp^GSLbitU&rWMdheWattsBaiM-itolHe in column (c) in Table 2 74, above. CotHtMtHthf 
Htwd-fclSA exempt bulbs include 3 way Indbo, globes with ^5" diameter-or <749 iHrnm^-and candelabra 
base bulbs with <'I(M9 lumens. Se&-E4SA-legislation for full list of-exmtptions. 

Reflector (directional) bulbs fall under legislation different from-GSk-bulbs. For these bulbs, EDCs can use 
the manufacturer rated equivalent-tt*at4age as printed on the retail packaging, or use the default-WattcSase 
(column-(ir)^-in Table 2-75 lkileu*T 

EISA Exempt*6 General Service Lamp (GSL) and Specialtu CFLs and LEDs 

To determine the Wattsi^- for EISA-exempt GSLs and Specialtu bulbs, follow these steps: 
^Identify the CFL or LED lamp type and rated lumen output 

t4-LM*tod States Dopnrtmont: of Enorgy. Impact of lilSA-2007 on Gonorol Sorvico IncandoBCont Lamps: 
FACT SHEET. 
http://wwwl .oor^nergy.gov/bu i Id ings/appli a nce_standards/resi don tial/pdfs/genura l-^s^^ 
oscent_factsheet.pdf 
^ 'The EISA 2007 standards-apply to genefol-service-iHcandoscent- lamps. A coft>pk'to4ist of tho 22 
incandescent lamps exempt from EISA 2007 is listed in the-United States Departmont of Energy Impaet 
of EISA 2007 on General Service Incandescent Lamps: FAGT SHEE-Fr 
16 The EISA 2007 standards apply to general service incandescent lamps. A complete list of the 22 
incandescent lamps exempt from EISA 2007 is listed in tho United States Department of Energy Impact 
of EISA 2007 on General Service Incandescent Lamps: FACT SHEET. 
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3r-/» Tabic 2-75, find the lamp type mid lumen range into which tha lamp falls (sec, colimnis 

(a), (c)and (d). 

~^-Tind the baseline wattage (Wattsa,^-) in column (c). 

il t.Rii-culh f f l J > . f JU*. It? i l l 

Incandescent 
r.ililt 71/1II1 tit 

(Post EISA) 

<€) 
unwtr 111 if in; U f Fff I c n f t r r i 

(Pw EISA) 
m 

(Post EISA) 

<€) 
PAR20 Sf) 35 

PAR30 50 35 

im 50 45 

PAR38 ao 55 

65 EXEMPT 

65 EXEMPT 

&R4Q 65 • EXEMPT 

mm 75 65 

mm 75 65 

PAR30 7$ 55 

PAR3S 73 55 

tm 75 65 

tm 75 65 

PAR38 90 70 

PAR3S m i 70 

tm ^45 EXEMPT 

mm ±$0 EXEMPT 

mm £-5« EXEMPT 

mm <r5Q EXEMPT 

mm ^50 EXEMPT 

^•Based on manufacturer reGommendod-Feplagomonts-fof-i^lSA-offoctod Inmps. Manufacturer ratings 
differ from tho list abovo, in which case EDCs should default to the manufaettiror equivalent ty-

rating. 
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Table 2-75. EISA Non-exempt General Service and Specialty Screxv-in CFL and LED Baseline 

Lamp Type 

(a) 

Rated 
Wattage of the 
' Referenced 
Incandescent 

Lamp 
(WattSlmsc) 

<b) 

Minimum 
Lower Lumen 

Range 
(0 

Upper Lumen 
Range 

(d) 

EISA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including 3-wny lamps 

25 250 449 

EISA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including 3-wny lamps 

40 450 799 

EISA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including 3-wny lamps 

60 800 1,099 

EISA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including 3-wny lamps 

75 1,100 1,599 
EISA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including 3-wny lamps 

too 1,600 1,999 
EISA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including 3-wny lamps 

725 2,000 2,549 

EISA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including 3-wny lamps 

750 . 2,550 3,000 

EISA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including 3-wny lamps 

200 3,001 3,999 

EISA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including 3-wny lamps 

300 4,000 6,000 

Covered A-Lamp*'1 

25 250 449 

Covered A-Lamp*'1 

40 450 799 

Covered A-Lamp*'1 
60 800 1,099 

Covered A-Lamp*'1 

75 1,100 1,599 
Covered A-Lamp*'1 

too 1,600 1,999 

Covered A-Lamp*'1 

150 2,550 3,000 

Decorative Globe (G) shape greater 

than or equal to 5" in diameter 

25 250 349 

Decorative Globe (G) shape greater 

than or equal to 5" in diameter 

40 350 499 

Decorative Globe (G) shape greater 

than or equal to 5" in diameter 

60 500 574 Decorative Globe (G) shape greater 

than or equal to 5" in diameter 75 575 649 

Decorative Globe (G) shape greater 

than or equal to 5" in diameter 

100 650 1,099 

Decorative Globe (G) shape greater 

than or equal to 5" in diameter 

750 1,100 1,300 

Decorative excluding Globe 
(includes B, BA, C, CA, DC, £72, 
and F) 

70 70 89 Decorative excluding Globe 
(includes B, BA, C, CA, DC, £72, 
and F) 

75 90 149 
Decorative excluding Globe 
(includes B, BA, C, CA, DC, £72, 
and F) 25 150 299 

i H Based ENERGY STAR Lamps Vl .0 Final Specification released August 28, 2013 and effective 
September 30, 2014, which will replace the previous ENERGY STAR Compact Fluorescent Lamps 
V4.3 and Integral LED Lamps VI .4 specifications. 
http://www.tMU'reystar.gPv/products/spo^ 
^^OO^aOFinal'X.ZOSpecilication.pdf 
i i } Manufacturer ratings may differ from the list below, in which case EDCs may default to the 
manufacturer equivalent rating. 
2{] Non-globe and non-candle type covered CFL, typically "A-shape", general purpose replacement 
lamps. 
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Lamp Type 
(a) 

Rated 
Wattage of the 

Referenced 
Incandescent 

• Lamp 
(Wattstwv) 

(b) 

Minimum 
Lower Lumen 

Range 
(c) 

Upper Lumen 
Range 

(d) 

40 300 499 

60 500 699 

All directional (R, BR and ER) 
lamps below lumen ranges specified 
below 

20 200 299 All directional (R, BR and ER) 
lamps below lumen ranges specified 
below 

30 300 399 
All directional (R, BR and ER) 
lamps below lumen ranges specified 
below 40 400 449 

Directional (R, BR and ER) lamps 
zoith medium screw bases and bulb 
diameter < 2.25" diameter unless 
otherzoise listed 

45 450 499 
Directional (R, BR and ER) lamps 
zoith medium screw bases and bulb 
diameter < 2.25" diameter unless 
otherzoise listed 

50 500 549 Directional (R, BR and ER) lamps 
zoith medium screw bases and bulb 
diameter < 2.25" diameter unless 
otherzoise listed 

55 550 599 

Directional (R, BR and ER) lamps 
zoith medium screw bases and bulb 
diameter < 2.25" diameter unless 
otherzoise listed 60 600 649 

Directional (R, BR and ER) lamps 
zoith medium screw bases and bulb 
diameter < 2.25" diameter unless 
otherzoise listed 

65 650 749 

ER30, BR3(), BR40, or ER40 
45 450 499 

ER30, BR3(), BR40, or ER40 
50 500 649 

BR30, BR4(l or ER40 65 650 749 

R20 45 450 719 

All other R, BR, PAR, and ER 
directional lamps not listed above 

40 420 524 

All other R, BR, PAR, and ER 
directional lamps not listed above 

50 525 659 

All other R, BR, PAR, and ER 
directional lamps not listed above 

60 660 937 

All other R, BR, PAR, and ER 
directional lamps not listed above 

75 938 1,259 

All other R, BR, PAR, and ER 
directional lamps not listed above 

90 1,260 1,399 All other R, BR, PAR, and ER 
directional lamps not listed above TOO 1,400 1,739 

All other R, BR, PAR, and ER 
directional lamps not listed above 

120 1,740 2,174 

All other R, BR, PAR, and ER 
directional lamps not listed above 

150 2,175 2,537 

All other R, BR, PAR, and ER 
directional lamps not listed above 

175 2,538 2,899 

All other R, BR, PAR, and ER 
directional lamps not listed above 

200 2,900 3,300 

Although the modif ied Table 2-75 above is a long table, it is much more complete than the 

table 2-75 provided in the draft TRM. To avoid continued confusion among the ICSPs, we 

strongly suggest including the comprehensive table provided above. 

We recommend a sub-section heading "2.29.4 Default Savings" be added after the Table 2-76. 

Tables 2-77 and 2-78 need updating to reflect savings modifications for all l-DCs using the 

new Hi's and CP. It may be better to just provide the default Wattsb..*.- and Watts^ for these 

fixtures and let the EDCs calculate the savings using the EDC specific lE's and CE. If they are 

kept, we recommend providing savings for a range of fixture bulb combinations such as 2-

13W CELs, 3-13W CELs, I-27W CFLs, etc. Many fixtures have more than one integral bulb. 
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2.32 Home Performance with ENERGY STAR 

Introduction 

Comments: 
• Building simulation models typically only calculate non-coincident peak demand savings. A 

peak demand savings algorithm needs to be specified. 

2.32.1 - 2.32.8 HomeChcck Sofhvare Example 

Comments: 

• While a short, generalized summary of the workings of building energy simulation software 
could be helpful to some users, this is not necessary information to be detailed in a TRM 
protocol. This section conveys opinions of CSG and reads like an exhaustive brochure for the 
company's proprietary software. Eurthermore, very few references can be found online about 
this software, .which is not even mentioned on CSG's website. It is not clear that this is still 
commercially available software. Consider replacing entire section with a short, general 
summary about simulation software, or simply provide an external link for additional 
information. 

2.33 ENERGY STAR Televisions 

2.33.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• It is unclear if the referenced CF of 0.28 is based on the new peak demand period. The CF 

should be reviewed and adjustments made if necessary. The load shape for Flome 

Entertainment Appliances should be used from the Building America Benchmarks database 

for PA cities. These can be located here and include toad shapes for several residential end-

uses that can be used to update CFs in the TRM: 

hl1p:/Av\v\vl.ccl̂ ^cncl̂ l:v.l:̂ ^v/h l̂ik înLls/̂ ^csî lclU^al/ll<)cs/all;llvsis cxisijim linmi-s.z,ip 

2.34 ENERGY STAR Office Equipment 

2.34.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• It is unclear if the referenced DSav variables are based on the new peak demand period. 'Fhe 

deemed values should be reviewed and adjustments made if necessary. The load shape for 

Home Entertainment Appliances should be used from the Building America Benchmarks 

database for PA cities. These can be located here and include load shapes for several 

residential end-uses that can be used to update CFs in the TRM: 

hun:/Avww I •ccrL'.cnL'riiv.mtv/liLiiklinns/rcsidcmial/docs/analysis cxislinn homi'S.xip 

• A CF of 1.0 is not appropriate. The source note for the CF indicates that the coincidence factor 

is already embedded in (he summer peak demand reduction estimates. If this is the case, the 

CF should be removed from the algorithm and the source should be listed instead as a note 

on the DSav variables. 
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• A new sub-section heading "2.34.3 Default Savings" should be added prior to Table 2-85. 

• The source #9 at the end of the protocol is not referenced anywhere. A cross reference to the 

source should be added and the source number updated to reflect the correct number of 

sou rces. 

2.35 ENERGY STAR LEDs 

Comments: 

• PECO supports the significant updates to this protocol for the 2014 TRM. Given the 
significance of these updates, PECO intends to base PY5 verified savings for LED measures 
on the updated protocol, including the recommended updates given below. 

• .We recommend combining the ENERGY STAR Lighting and ENERGY STAR LED protocols 
into one common protocol. The US DOE has released a final Version 1.0 ENERGY STAR 
Lamps Specification on August 28, 2013 which will replace the previous ENERGY STAR 
Compact Eluorescent Lamps V4.3 and Integral LED Lamps VI.4 specifications on September 
30, 201421. As the algorithms are exactly the same and they are both residential lighting 
measures, it makes sense to combine them into one overall residential lighting protocol and 
provide LED and CFL specific tables. We further recommend that the protocols be updated 
to the new standard given that it vvill be the governing document for a majority of the PY6 
program year (June 1, 2014 through May 31, 2015). The following comments are made 
assuming the protocols remain separate. 

• See additional comments for section 2.29 ENERGY STAR Lighting 

2.35.1 Eligibility Requirements 

Comments: 

• This protocol should be updated to reference the new final Version 1.0 ENERGY S'FAR Lamp 
Specification as noted above. Footnote 177 should be updated to reflect this. 

2.35.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• Consider renaming Ploursuxi to LEDiiours to be more consistent with the algorithm and 
terminology in section 2.29 ENERGY STAR Lighting. 

• Fhe energy and demand algorithms currently contain a "/1000" conversion factor from watts 
to kilowatts. Flowever, this term immediately follows the delta watts section in the demand 
algorithm and is placed later in the energy algorithm. For consistency and clarity it should 
immediately follow the delta watts section in both algorithms. 

• In sub-section 2.35.3 Definition of Terms, the variables lEuvi, and lEuv were correctly added to 
the table and definitions, however, the algorithm was not updated to include these terms. 
"Fhe algorithms should be updated to include the terms IEUVM and lEkw as follows: 

Energy Impact (kWh) = ((Wattstiu* - Wattsixn) /1000) * (Hmrsu^LEDnours * 365)4 
Wm * (1 + lEkm) * ISRi.m 

Peak Demand impact (kW) = ((WattSto*-Wattsum) I 7000) * (1 + lEkwh) * CP * ISRu:i? 

2 1 See ENERGY S'FAR website for details at: htlp://vvww.ener^yslar.gov/prodiicts/spccs/node/273 
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2.35.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The input in the Value cell for Wattsb,.« should be updated to include an option for direct 
install programs where the actual removed wattage is known. Also, the Source should be 
updated to include both table 2-87 and 2-88. We recommend the following updates: 

Table 10. Recommended updates to Table 2-87 in the 2014 TRM. 

Component Type Value Sources 

WattSbase Variable Upstream retail and qiveawav 
oroarams: See Tables 2-87 and 
2-88 

Table 2-87 and Table 2-
88 

WattSbase Variable 

Direct install oroarams: EDC 
Data Gatherina 

Data Gatherina 

The CF has been updated to 9.1% based on an EMPower MD report. It is unclear whether this 
CF represents the new peak demand period or the old peak 100 hour period. This should be 
clarified. We recommend the CF be clearly identified as a "default" value rather than a 
"deemed" value and "or EDC Data Gathering" should be added to the Value eel/ in table 2-73 
to allow EDC specific CP's to be developed. PECO has determined a PECO specific CF for the 
Phase 11 peak demand period of 11.6% based on an analysis of various residential lighting 
load shapes from different studies. The review compared loadshapes from a NMR 2009 NE 
study, the EMPower MD referenced by the TRM, DEER 2008, and a KEMA 2005/2010 profile 
(merged by ADM). After comparison of the various load shapes and underlying data, it was 
determined the NMR 2009 NE load shape was the most reliable for PA. The CF = 11.6% was 
calculated using the Act 129 Phase II peak demand period and the residential lighting load 
shape developed through the 2009 Northeast residential lighting logger study conducted by 
Nexus Market Research, RLW Analytics, and GDS Associates, as part of PECO's Act 129 
Phase I, PY4 evaluation. (Nexus Market Research, Inc., RLW Analytics, Inc., and GDS 
Associates, 2009. Residential Lighting Markdown Impact Evaluation. Prepared for 
Markdown and Buydown Program Sponsors in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 
and Vermont. January 20, 2009.) Navigant plans to use this CF for establishing verified 
savings from PECO's residential lighting measures during all of Phase IE including PY5 given 
acknowledgment by the SWE of an error in the CF in the 2013 TRM. 
The ISRuiu of 95% cites the Mid-Atlantic TRM as a source. Given the protocol in the 
ENERGY STAR Lighting section of applying future installations to the recommended ISR 
value, this should also be applied to LEDs. It is surprising that an ISR for LEDs would be less 
than that for CFLs given their significant expense. We recommend the default ISRi.i:n be 
updated to match the ISRcn, at a minimum. 

We recommend adding a separate ISRu-t),™ for direct install programs. There is a 
fundamental difference in concept between an ISR from a retail/time of sale/giveaway 
program where a customer may be purchasing/receiving LEDs for which they do not 
currently have an available socket, but which they will eventually install when an existing 
bulb bums out, and a direct install program in which all LEDs are initially installed and 
evaluation finds some to be subsequently removed by the customer with no plans to re
install. PECO's evaluation of its PY4 Low-Income Energy Efficiency Program (LEEP) 
included site visits to verify the appropriate ISR for direct install CFLs. The findings from the 
program yielded an ISRca of 97.3%. It is reasonable to expect a similar ISRun for direct install 
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programs. We recommend the protocol include this as an open variable with a default of 
97.3% which can be verified by evaluation. Although it is similar to the current upstream ISR, 
we recommend having separate ISR's based on this understanding of fundamental 
differences. 

Currently there is a footnote on the ISRI.KD figure saying that the value can be updated if 
evaluation findings reveal a value that differs from the default. This same comment can 
instead be applied more broadly to all of Table 2-86, or at a minimum, applied specifically to 
the CF value as well. 

The text prior to Fable 2-89 notes that "In the absence of IIDC data gathering, the default 
values for Energy and Demand FIVAC Interactive Effects are in Table 2-89 below". We 
recommend preceding this with a note in Table 2-86 saying "Data Gathering, or see 'Fable 2-
89" 

Formatting: Table 2-86 lists Source #4 for the Interactive Effects Factors, but there is no source 
#4. The Source list should be updated to include a Source #4 referencing the GDS simulation 
modeling. It appears the text for source #4 was inadvertently turned into a sub-section 
heading 2.35.4. This should be corrected. 
We recommend Table 2-89 be updated with PECO specific IE values based on a robust 
analysis completed by Navigant for PECO's PY4 evaluation. Navigant has completed 
analysis using the BEopt computer simulation program coupled with the EnergyPlus 
simulation engine to develop a PECO specific lEkwh and lEuv based data gathered from 
PECO's baseline study and billing data. This is a more robust simulation software than the 
REM/Rate software which was utilized by the SWE to develop the default values in the table. 
Given that REM/Rate is not an independently validated building simulation software 
program according to the US DOE EERE website22, we consider the results of the BEopt and 
EnergyPlus simulations done by Navigant to be more reliable. A memo describing this 
analysis is included in Appendix A: PECO Residential CFL/LED Interactive Effects/Waste 
Heat Factor Analysis Memo. We recommend Table 2-89 be updated as follows: 

2 2 Fhe US DOE EERE website lists hundreds of simulation software and provides a validation 
summary. The REM/Rate summary is listed here: 
htt-p://appsl.eere.energy.gov/buildings/lools di rectory/soft wa re. cl'm/ID=2S7/pagename menu=pc/pa 
gonamo=platforins 
The EnergyPlus summary is listed here: 
http://appsl.ucre.eneigy.^ov7buildings/tools diiectory/soflwaie.cl"m/ID=287/pagLiname menu=pc/pa 
gename=plat forms 
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Table Tl. Updates for Table 2-89 in the 2014 TRM. 

EDC lEktVh lEkw 

Duquesne 8% 13% 

VH (MelEd) -8% 13% 

EE (Penn Elec) 1 % 10% 

FE (Penn Power) 0% 20% 

FE (WPP) -2% 30% 

PPL -6% 12% 

PECO M 9 % 1 % M%22.8% 

It may be worth adding 1-2 sentences saying leakage of program bulbs out of utility service 
territory should be assumed to be zero based on UMP and the notion that leakage out is 
likely approximately offset by leakage in. 

As currently written, the directions to determine WattSb..--.. are unclear and have led to some 

confusion among PECO's ICSPs. Also, the Table 2-88 is incomplete in reference to the various 

types of ENERGY STAR specialty bulbs available and the appropriate baseline wattages. 

There are multiple wattage ranges for each type of specialty bulb, however. Table 2-88 

assumes a single baseline wattage rather than the appropriate baseline wattage as 

determined by lumen output. We recommend the directions to use Table 2-87 be moved prior 

to the table, and the entire section be updated as follows: 

EISA Non-Exempt2* General Service Lamp (GSL) CFLs and LEDs 

To determine the Wnttsiiuvfor non-exempt GSLs, follow tliese steps: 

7. Identifxi the ENERGY STAR CFL or LED screw-in lamp, Torchiere, indoor Fixture or 

Outdoor Fixture's rated lumen output 

8. In Table 2-87, find the lumen range into which the lamp falls (see columns (a) and (b). 

9. Find the baseline wattage (Wattsiu^-) in column (d). Values in column (c) are used for 

reference of the pre-EISA incandescent wattage, but are no longer a baseline option for the 

2074 TRM as can be seen bu the Effective dates listed under column (e). 

2 : 1 Per PECO's PY4 Evaluation Research Report findings based on BEopt with EnergyPlus computer 
simulations calibrated to PECO's baseline study findings and PECO residential monthly average 
consumption data. 

The EISA 2007 standards apply to general service incandescent lamps. A complete list of the 22 
incandescent lamps exempt from EISA 2007 is listed in the United States Department of Energi/ Impact 
of EISA 2007 on General Service Incandescent Lamps: FACT SHEET. 
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Table 2-87. EISA Non-exempt General Service Screw-in CFL and LED Baseline Wattage by Lumen 
Output2526 

Lower 
Lumen 
Range 

(a) 

Upper 
Lumen 
Range 

(b) 

Incandescent 
Equivalent 

Incandescent 
Equivalent Post-EISA 

2007 Effective 
date 
(e) 

Lower 
Lumen 
Range 

(a) 

Upper 
Lumen 
Range 

(b) 

Pre-EISA 2007 
Post-EISA 

2007 

Post-EISA 
2007 Effective 

date 
(e) 

Lower 
Lumen 
Range 

(a) 

Upper 
Lumen 
Range 

(b) (Wattsisw) 
(c) 

(WattSBus*) 

(d) 

Post-EISA 
2007 Effective 

date 
(e) 

370 749 40 29 2014 TRM 

750 1049 60 43 2014 TRM 

7050 1489 75 53 2013 TRM 

7490 2600 100 72 2012 TRM 

Tnble l-8/•.-• Baseline-WaUage4>y-l=ununhOutyut-for-Giwemi-Ser-vice-Izamps (GSk)37 

Minimum 
Lumens 

to 

Maximum 
Lumens 

to 

tneandescent 
-Equivalent 

(Pre-EISA-2007) 

-to 

WattSBase 
{PGSt-EiSA-2007) 

m 

Poet-ElSA-2007 

um 44U) 72 2012 TRM 

wm pm 73 53 2013 TRM 

7m pm m 43 201 'I TRM 

749 40 29 201 'I TRM 

^ I*ISA non-exempt GSLs include the following lamp types: General Service Screw-in CFL (A-lamp), 
Dimmable Twist, Globe (less than 5" in diameter and > 749 lumens), candle (shapes B, BA, CA > 749 
lumens). Candelabra Base Lamps (>1049 lumens), Intermediate Base Lamps (>749 lumens). 
2 6GSLs with lumen outputs outside the given ranges are EISA exempt bulbs and should follow the 
baseline methodology for exempt bulbs. 
33 United States Department of Energy.--Impact of EISA 2007 oivGenoral Service-lnGandescont /. 
FACT SHEET. 
http://wwwl •oore.tfnergy:gov/bH444ings/applianco_standards/residential/pdfs/general_^ 
osgent_factsheet.pdf 

:iinips: 

orvico incond 
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To detenuhm the WattPit* •*-for GSLsr, follow thtve atapix 

7. Identify the ENERGY STAR LED'c rated lumen output 

2. —In Table ISTrfwd-the lumen range ifito-which the /ampfalh'- dva columHs4(^-nnd-(h). 

3. E-ind the baseline wattage (W'atb:^) in column (c) or columhh(d^-Valties; in column (c) are 

usetifar-Wattsii** until the TRM listed under coltnn-n-(-e) io effectiwh-Aftenmrds, values-in 

column (d) are ur-ed for Wnttsii^r 

For EISA exempt*1 GSL bulbs, use the WattsBase value hveolmnn (c) in Table 2 87, above. Commonly 
wed- EISA-exempt bulbs-inSude-S-way bulbs, globes with >5" diameter or<749 lumen^-and-eandelabm 
base bulbs zoith £1049 lumens. See EISA legislation for full list of exemptions. 

Reflector (dmirtional) bulbs fall under legislation different-from GSL bulbs. For these bulbs, EDCs can use 
the maiiufaetmur rated etfi-twalent xtwttage as prittted-on the retail packaging, or use the-defmdt WattsBase 
(column (c)) in Table 2 88 below. 

EISA Exempt29 General Service Lamp (GSL) and Speciattu CFLs and LEDs 

To determine the Wattstt.mfor EISA-exempt GSLs and Specialty bulbs, follow tltese steps: 
7. Identify the CFL or LED lamp type and rated lumen output 

2. lu Table 2-88. find the lamp type and lumen range into which the lamp falls (see columns (a), 

(c) ami (d). 

3. Find the baseline wattage (Vs/attsn^,-) in column (c). 

seUue Wattage for Reflector Bulbs30 

Bulb Type 

Incmith'saittt 
EipiwaleHt 
(Pre EISA) 

m 

(Post EISA) 

PAR20 35 

55 

am 45 

PAR3S Mi 55 

mm 65 EXEMPT 

^ Tho ElSA--3Q6?-standards apply to genoral oer-vico incandeseent lamps^-A comploto list of tho 22 
incandoscont lamps exemfH-foom EISA 200? is li&tod in tho United Statos Dopartment-of Energy Impact jsconr lamps exempi-H'om hibA d.i)w ts hstod in tne umtoci atatos uopartment-ot hnergy impact 
of EISA 2007 on General Service Incaudes^ent Lamps: FACT SHEET. 
29 

The EISA 2007 standards apply to general service incandescent lamps. A complete list of the 22 
incandescent lamps exempt from EISA 2007 is listed in the United States Department of Energy Impact 
ofEiSA 2007 on General Service Incandescent Lamps: FACT SHEET. 
3 0 Basod on manufacturer rocommondod roplacoments for ElSA•affected-lamps. Manufacturer ratings 
may differ from tho list abovo, in whieh cose EDCs should defattlt-to tho manufacturer oquivolont 
rating. 
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te EXEMPT 

mm te EXEMPT 

mm & te 
mm te 

PAim 75 55 

PAR3H 75 55 

tm 75 te 
im 75 te 

PAR3S W) 70 

PAR3S mi 70 

im £45 EXEMPT 

mm £50 EXEMPT 

mm £50 EXEMPT 

mm £50 EXEMPT 

mm £50 EXEMPT 

Table 2-88. EISA Non-exempt General Service and Specialty Screxv-in CFL and LED Baseline 

Lamp Type 
(a) 

Rated 
Wattage of the 

Referenced 
Incandescent 

Lamp 
(WattSb^) 

(b) 

Minimum 
Lower Lumen 

Range 
(0 

Upper Lumen 
Range 

(d) 

IzlSA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including S-zoay lamps 

25 250 449 

IzlSA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including S-zoay lamps 

40 450 799 

IzlSA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including S-zoay lamps 

60 800 1,099 

IzlSA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including S-zoay lamps 

75 I/I 00 1,599 
IzlSA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including S-zoay lamps 

IOO 1,600 1,999 
IzlSA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including S-zoay lamps 

725 2,000 2,549 

IzlSA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including S-zoay lamps 

750 2,550 3,000 

IzlSA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including S-zoay lamps 

200 3,007 3,999 

IzlSA Exempt Omnidirectional, 
including S-zoay lamps 

500 4,000 6,000 

v Based ENERGY STAR Lamps VI.0 Final Specification released August 28, 2013 and effective 
September 30, 2014, which will replace the previous ENERGY STAR Compact Fluorescent Lamps 
V4.3 and Integral LED Lamps VI .4 specifications. 
http://w\vw.LMiuri:ystnr.gov/prodiicls/spc 
%20U%20tMnal%20Spccification.pdf 
-12 Manufacturer ratings may differ from the list below, in which case EDCs may default to the 
manufacturer equivalent rating. 
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Lamp Type 
(a) 

Rated 
Wattage of the 

Referenced 
incandescent 

Lamp 
(WattSbuse) 

(b) 

Minimum 
Lower Lumen 

Range 
(c) 

Upper Lumen 
Range 

(d) 

Covered A-Lmnp33 

25 250 449 

Covered A-Lmnp33 

40 450 799 

Covered A-Lmnp33 
60 HOO 1,099 

Covered A-Lmnp33 

75 1,100 1,599 
Covered A-Lmnp33 

100 1,600 1,999 

Covered A-Lmnp33 

150 2,550 3,000 

Decorative Globe (G) shape greater 
than or equal to 5" iu diameter 

25 250 349 

Decorative Globe (G) shape greater 
than or equal to 5" iu diameter 

40 350 499 

Decorative Globe (G) shape greater 
than or equal to 5" iu diameter 

60 500 574 Decorative Globe (G) shape greater 
than or equal to 5" iu diameter 75 575 649 

Decorative Globe (G) shape greater 
than or equal to 5" iu diameter 

100 650 1,099 

Decorative Globe (G) shape greater 
than or equal to 5" iu diameter 

150 1,100 1,300 

Decorative excluding Globe 
(includes B, BA, C, CA, DC, 1112, 
and F) 

10 70 89 

Decorative excluding Globe 
(includes B, BA, C, CA, DC, 1112, 
and F) 

15 90 149 Decorative excluding Globe 
(includes B, BA, C, CA, DC, 1112, 
and F) 

25 150 299 
Decorative excluding Globe 
(includes B, BA, C, CA, DC, 1112, 
and F) 40 300 499 

Decorative excluding Globe 
(includes B, BA, C, CA, DC, 1112, 
and F) 

60 500 699 

All directional (R, BR ami ER) 
lamps below lumen ranges specified 
below 

20 200 299 All directional (R, BR ami ER) 
lamps below lumen ranges specified 
below 

30 300 399 
All directional (R, BR ami ER) 
lamps below lumen ranges specified 
below 40 400 449 

Directional (R, BR and ER) lamps 
zoith medium screzo bases and bulb 
diameter < 2.25" diameter uidess 
otherzoise listed 

45 450 499 
Directional (R, BR and ER) lamps 
zoith medium screzo bases and bulb 
diameter < 2.25" diameter uidess 
otherzoise listed 

50 500 549 Directional (R, BR and ER) lamps 
zoith medium screzo bases and bulb 
diameter < 2.25" diameter uidess 
otherzoise listed 

55 550 599 

Directional (R, BR and ER) lamps 
zoith medium screzo bases and bulb 
diameter < 2.25" diameter uidess 
otherzoise listed 60 600 649 

Directional (R, BR and ER) lamps 
zoith medium screzo bases and bulb 
diameter < 2.25" diameter uidess 
otherzoise listed 

65 650 749 

ER30, BR30, BR40, or ER40 
45 450 499 

ER30, BR30, BR40, or ER40 
50 500 649 

BR30, BR40, or ER41) 65 650 749 

R20 45 450 719 

All other R, BR, FAR, and ER 
directional lamps not listed alnwe 

40 420 524 
All other R, BR, FAR, and ER 
directional lamps not listed alnwe 

50 525 659 
All other R, BR, FAR, and ER 
directional lamps not listed alnwe 

60 660 937 

^ Non-globe and non-candle type covered CFL, typically "A-shape", general purpose replacement 

lamps. 
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Lamp Type 
(a) 

Rated 
Wattage of the 

Referenced 
Incandescent 

Lamp 

(WattSlmse) 

(b) 

Minimum 
Loxuer Lumen 

Range 
(c) 

Upper Lumen 
Range 

(d) 

75 938 1,259 

90 7,260 7,399 

100 7,400 7,739 

no 7,740 2,774 

•150 2,775 2,537 

775 2,538 2,S99 

200 2,900 3,300 

• Although the modified Tnble 2-88 above is a long table, it is much more complete than the 
table 2-88 provided in the draft TRM. To avoid continued confusion among the ICSPs, we 
strongly suggest including the comprehensive table provided above. 

2.36 Residential Occupancy Sensors 

2.36.7 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• The algorithm for this measure should be updated to include the interactive effects factor 
lEkwi, similar to sections 2.29 ENERGY STAR Lighting and 2.35 ENERGY STAR LEDs. See the 
notes for those measures for updates to the draft lEuvh values. 

• Given that this is a lighting measure, we recommend the algorithm be updated to use similar 
variable terminology as the other lighting protocols 2.29 and 2.35. We recommend the follow 
updates to the algorithm: 

AkWh = kW»MM(Watts«mtTotM I WOO) *-365 x ((R/-/,.« - R/-/,«,.; * 365) * (1 + lEkm) 

2.38 Water Heater Tank Wrap 

2.39.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• A new definition was added for R value, however, it would be more helpful to include a text 
description of the R-value and move the algorithm for converting R-value to U-value in the 
definition for U-value as "(U = 1/R)" 

2.39 Pool Pump Load Shifting 

2.39.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Thu definitions and values for Cl>.; and CF^i should be updated to reflect the new peak 
demand period. 
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2.39.5 Evaluation Protocol 

Comments: 

• I he recommended verification should refer to an average daily load shape rather than "run 
time." Load shifting verification requires estimates of coincidence rather than hours of 
operation per day. 

2.40 Variable Speed Pool Pumps (with Load Shifting Option) 

2.40.1 Eligibility 

Comments: 

• Clarify whether this measure is a retrofit measure, a replace-on-burnout measure or some 
blend of the two. The appropriate baseline demand is dependent on this clarification. 

• The eligibility criteria should be updated to reflect the new peak demand period. 

2.40.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• The energy and demand savings algorithms should account for pumps operating in several 
modes. Variable speed pumps usually operate at two different modes (cleaning and 
filtration) in a given day, and some pumps may even run at three settings in a single day. 
kWvtu and kWhvu should bo broken into kWvuLokMmng and kWvllijiii..iimn, and kWhvkUk-.i.miK and 
kWhvMjiiir,.ii.>n, where the demand in cleaning mode is higher. 

• The text for CP needs to be updated to reflect the new peak demand period. 

2.40.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The definitions and values for Clss and CPvm should be updated to reflect the new peak 
demand period. 

2.40.4 Deemed Savings 

Comments: 

• The heading of this sub-section should be changed to "Default Savings" as the measure has 
opened up several of the variables. 

2.40.6 Evaluation Protocol 

Comments: 

• Working with pool service professionals, in addition to surveying customers, to obtain pump 
settings may lead to more accurate data as well as more data points. Some customers may 
not be comfortable operating their pump controls. Working with pool service professionals 
enables a verification team to capture these customers' data. 

• Tracking variable speed pump settings, such as the demand and time of operation for the 
various modes, can expedite verification activities. 
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2.41 Duct Insulation and Sealing 

Introduction 

Comments: 

• Overall comment: This section provides no guidance on how to evaluate savings from duct 
insulation in the case of measuring leakage with Method 1: modified blower door subtraction 
(preferred method). The only scenario in which insulation is considered in this section is by 
using the look-up table for Method 2: evaluation of distribution efficiency. Consider adding 
guidance for insulation evaluation to Method I , or changing the scope/title of the measure to 
include duct sealing oniy. 

• Source revision: The link to the Energy Conservatory Blower Door Manual does not work. 
The new address is: liilp://www.ciicrgycnnsci,val()]\\ci)iu/silcsAlcl,;iult/rilcsAlocuiiicnis/iiHHl_3-
4_dg700_-_nL,w_llow_i ings_-_er_-_i pi_-_iio_l'r_s\viicli_maiuial_cc_0.|xlf 

• Grammatical error: Revise the first sentence of the second paragraph begins "Two 
methodologies for estimating the savings associate from sealing the ducts" change "associate 
from" to "associated with". 

2.42.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Definition clarification: More clarification is needed on the definition of the SLF and RLF 
terms. Consider writing them as in the Illinois 2013 TRM. RLF is currently defined as 
"Portion of % leaks sealed located in Return ducts" which is not correct. It is actually 50% of 
the % leaks sealed in the Return ducts. Notes 3 and 4 should be referenced here to add 
further explanation. 

SLF = Supply Loss Factor 
= % leaks sealed located in Supply ducts * 1 

Default = 0.5 

RLF = Return Loss Factor 
= % leaks sealed located in Return ducts * 0.5 
Default = 0.25 

• Source revision: Note 1 references Measure Life Report, Residential and 
Commercial/Industrial Lighting and FiVAC Measures, GDS Associates, June 2007. 
liiiir//nccn.oruAinl()ad.s/BMV%20r-nruiu/F.MV%2t)SiudiL-s/iiicasLirc life GDS%5B 1 %5D.ixU' 
The updated link should be: l]iip:Awwvv.iiccp,()ij;/AsscisAipliKKls/rilcsA'iiivAMnv-
iihmrv/mcasm-c life CPS%5B 1 ^oP.ixir 

• Source revision: Note 4 references "Appendix !• Estimating FIVAC System Loss From Duct 
Airtightness Measurements" from litip://wvvvv.cncr'jvconscrval()rv.ci)tnAlownh)atlAII.'iiiKiiuial.ndl' 
Assumes 50% of leaks are in supply ducts. We are unable to locate this Appendix and the 
associated information because the link is incorrect and it appears the manual has been 
updated 

• Formatting revision: There are two sources listed as number 7. Change the last source to 8. 
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2.42 Water Heater Temperature Setback 

Introduction 

Com in en ts: 

• Given that measure has several open variables, the Unit Energy Savings and Unit Peak 

Demand Reduction values should be removed and replaced with "Variable". 

2.42.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• Algorithm is unclear on where factor of 0.6 comes from. Text should clarify what each 
portion of the algorithm is meant to calculate. Is there a source for the algorithm? 

• The algorithm should be re-written. The total hot water consumption does not change as a 
result of the measure, but rather, only the passive tank losses. The user of the faucet does not 
generally change the mixed water temperature that they use out of the faucet, therefore, they 
use the same number of FiTU/day to heat the water consumed. The savings from this measure 
come from reduced heat loss from the tank to the surroundings by turning the tank 
temperature down. The algorithm would be more reasonable if it used a similar algorithm as 
section 2.39 Water Heater Tank Wrap as follows: 

U*A*HOU 
AkWh - * (Tpre-set 7post-.¥Ct) 

AkWh 

Where: 
U = Overall heat transfer coefficient of water heater (Btu/Hr-F-ff) 
(assume typical R-value = 12 (Hr-F-ff/Btu), then U = 1/R = 0.0833) 

A = Surface area of storage tank (square feet) (based on tank 
capacity, assume 50 gal default, A - 24.99 f f ) 

Vmec = Thermal efficiency of electric heater element = 98% 

Tprc-set = Water heater setpoint pre-adjustment (F) (default^ 130F) 

Tpost-set = Water heater setpoint post-adjustment (F) (default = 

120F) 

HOU = 8760 

CF = 1.0 as the tank losses occur year round 

Using the above defaults, AkWh = 54.5 kWh, and AkW = 0.0062 kW. 
The text should be updated to reflect the new peak demand period. (Comment assumes 
algorithm is not updated as recommended) 
The Energy to Demand Eactor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 
new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 
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period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 
profile in Figure 2-11 and the new peak period, and the section text updated accordingly. 
(Comment assumes algorithm is not updated as recommended) 

2.42.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Protocol should allow EDCs to substitute actual pre- and post-turndown temperature 
setpoints. It is possible that some customers will not want to turn the setpoint all the way 
down to I20I7. Since this is usually a direct-install measure, contractors often record this 
information. 

• The Energy to Demand Eactor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Eigure 2-11 and the new peak period, and the section text updated accordingly. 

(Comment assumes algorithm is not updated as recommended) 

2.42.5 Deemed Savings 

Comments: 

• The heading of this sub-section should be changed to "Default Savings" as the measure has 
several open variables. 

• Default values should be updated based on above recommendations. 

2.42.6 Evaluation Protocol 

Comments: 

• Given that the protocol has open variables, there are no "stipulated" values that evaluation 
should apply. Evaluation may use defaults or verify temperature setbacks and calculate 
savings accordingly. The wording of this sub-section should be updated. 

2.43 ENERGY STAR Water Coolers 

Introduction 

Comments: 

• Consider adding a summary table about the measure at the beginning of the section, much 

like other measures throughout the TRM have. 

• Add a sub-section 2.43.1 Eligibility 

2.43.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The DSavwc deemed value has not been updated to represent the new peak demand period. 

This should be reviewed and updated. A load shape for water coolers should be used from 

the Building America Benchmarks database for PA cities. It may require finding an 

alternative load profile that may be similar to water coolers. These can be located at the 

following web address and include load shapes for several residential end-uses that can be 
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used to update CFs in the TRM: 

lni|)://www I xciv.cneritv.i:ov7hiiiltiint:s/rcsidcnii:tl/(loi:s/;iiuilv'sis cxislinii honK-s./ip 

A CF of 1.0 is not appropriate. The source note for the CF indicates that the coincidence factor 

is already embedded in the summer peak demand reduction estimate. If this is the case, the 

CF should be removed from the algorithm and the source should be listed instead as a note 

on the DSavwc variable. 
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Section 3: Commercial and Industrial Measures 

3.2 Lighting Equipment Improvements 

3.2.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• Clnrification of algorithm needed: It does not appear as though the Appendix C controls 
savings calculation follows page 195 of the TRM with respect to SVCKI; and SVGKIM.-. Ensure 
that the definitions in the TRM are as intended, and ensure consistency between the TRM 
and Appendix C. 

• We support the separation of savings calculations between fixture retrofits and control 
retrofits. However, there are some fixture retrofits that are done on systems that already have 
controls installed. There is no way to make an adjustment to the HOU in the "all lighting 
fixture improvements" algorithm. We recommend the algorithms be updated as follows: 

AkWh = (kW b a s e - kW e E) ' HOU * SVG b a s e * (1+IF e m r g y) 

AkWp,Mk = (kWw. - kWKi;) * SVGb.,se * (l+lEdcm.,mi) * CE 

3.2.6 Quantifying Annual Hours of Operation 

Comments: 

• Where reference to "metering" is made, it should be clarified as to the intended purpose. 
Metering typically refers to recording of power data, but in this context it appears to mean 
logging of run hours only. The wording of this section should be updated to clarify this 
distinction as it has been confusing in the past what has been required by the term 
"metering." 

• Building Monitoring System (BMS) data concerns: The allowed methods of quantifying 
annual hours of operation for connected load savings of 20 kW or more on page 199 mentions 
building monitoring system (BMS) data as a possible source of information. This section 
would benefit from additional specificity, as BMS data can include a wide variety of 
schedules, including HVAC and lighting, and BMS lighting schedules generally only control 
building area lighting (common areas and exterior), unless a specialized addressable lighting 
control system is installed. Additionally, care should be used with respect to BMS data, since 
the programmed schedule may not reflect regular hours-long unscheduled overrides of the 
lighting system, such as for nightly cleaning in office buildings, and may not reflect how the 
lights were actually used, but only the times of day the common area lighting is commanded 
on and off by the BMS. 

• Similar cautionary comments apply to the 'Metering' section on the same page, for Projects 
with savings of 500,000 kWh or higher. If BMS data is to be used in lieu of metering, certain 
conditions should apply. The BMS trends should represent the actual status of the lights (not 
just the command sent to the lights), and the implementation contractor and evaluation 
contractor should be required to demonstrate that the BMS system is functioning as expected, 
prior to relying on the data for evaluation purposes. The BMS data utilized should be specific 
to the lighting systems, and should be required to be representative of the building areas 
included in the lighting project. 
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3.2.7 Calculation Method Description by Building Classification —Prescriptive Lighting 

Improvements 

Comments: 

• Clarification: Regarding Tables 3-4 and 3-5 pertaining to savings adjustment factors due to 
phasing outT12 fixture types in the baseline, the text appears to state that these adjustment 
factors only take effect on June 1, 2016. We suggest considering including the 2016 start date 
in the title of the tables, to clarify that they are not yet required in the determination of first 
year savings. This would prevent inadvertent and unnecessary docking of savings prior to 
20') 6. 

3.3 Premium Efficiency Motors 

3.3.3 Description of Calculation Method 

Comments: 

• Hyperlinks not functional: the hyperlink in footnote 237 is an old link, and the link in 
footnote 238 is not hyperlinked. 

3.4 Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) Improvements 

3.4.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The CF is based on the CA DEER. This is not an appropriate source for CF as peak demand 
periods vary by jurisdiction. A proper load shape for HVAC systems in PA should be 
determined and the CF calculated based on the new peak demand period. 

3.5 Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) Improvement for Industrial Air Compressors 

Introduction 

Comments: 

• General: As stated on page 226 of the TRM, compressed air system electrical use is highly 
variable. As such, additional specificity is appropriate for this measure in order to be used as 
prescriptive. For example, the assumed range of PIP applicable for the referenced stipulated 
savings factors; the operating PS1 assumed; the assumed baseline compressor control type; 
and typical hours of operation used to derive the stipulated savings factors, actual load 
factors, and other supporting documentation from recognized industry sources such as the 
Department of Energy (DOE) and the Compressed Air and Gas Institute (CAGI). If this type 
of information is not available from the referenced publication, then consider making this a 
custom measure until the appropriate research can be performed. 

3.5.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• The peak demand algorithm includes both a DSF and CF. It is unclear from the original 
source document whether or not the CF is already included in the DSF or not. We 
recommend investigating this further to ensure demand savings are not being 
underreported. 
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3.6 HVAC Systems 

Introduction 

Comments: 

• General: In the first paragraph which states that this section does not cover water source, 
ground source, and groundwater source heat pumps, it may be helpful to say that this 
equipment is covered under the protocol in Section 3.18. 

3.6.1 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• Recommend revising algorithm for AkWh such that part load efficiency (lliliU) values can be 
used for larger units. Addendum S to ASHRAE 90.1-2007 updates Tables 6.8.1 A and 6.8.1 l i to 
include minimum 1EER ratings for air, water and evaporatively cooled air conditioners and 
air cooled heat pumps.31 Since most units are more efficient at part load capacity, this will 
allow EDCs to claim the full kWh savings due to high efficiency cooling equipment. 

3.6.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Coincidence Factor: The sources of the coincidence factors used to obtain the average 80% 
FIVAC CF are not referenced, and 80% looks high compared with coincidence factors found 
in the NEEP C&l Unitary FIVAC Loadshape Project, for example in the range of 44% to 63% • 
for Mid-Atlantic PJM hours. The existing fixed value of the CF could substantially overstate 
the coincident demand savings for HVAC measures. The CF is based on an average CF for 
multiple other jurisdictions. Fhe current source is not appropriate for PA as peak demand 
periods vary by jurisdiction. A proper load shape for HVAC systems in PA should be 
determined and the CF calculated based on the new peak demand period. 

• Pleating EFLH have been reduced from 2,562 hours to 259 hours for Multi-Family (Common 
Areas) (as well as Hospitals/Health care and Police/Fire Stations). These hours values are 
very low and are equivalent to the heating systems being oversized by a factor of 5 or more. 
Verify these modified EFLH are appropriate. 

3.7 Electric Chillers 

3.7.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The CF is based on an average CF for multiple other jurisdictions. This is not an appropriate 
source for CF as peak demand periods vary by jurisdiction. A proper load shape for chillers 
should be determined and the CF calculated based on the new peak demand period. 

3.9 High-Efficiency Refrigeration/Freezer Cases 

3.9.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

™ ANS1/ASHRAE/IESNA Addenda to ANSI/ASH RAE/I ESN A Standard 90.1-2007: 2008 Supplement. 

ASHRAE, 2009. 
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• The CF is set at 1.0, however, the reference source #2 is not included in the TRM. A CF of 1.0 
appears high for these units as the compressors do cycle as needed. A proper load shape for 
refrigeration cases should be determined and the CF calculated based on the new peak 
demand period. 

3.12 ENERGY STAR Office Equipment 

3.12.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The DSav«w deemed value has not been updated to represent the new peak demand period. 

The source for CF indicates the CF is already incorporated into DSav. If this is the case, DSav 

should be updated. A load shape for office electronics should be developed for PA cities. 

• A CF of 1.0 is not appropriate. The source note for the CF indicates that the coincidence factor 

is already embedded in the summer peak demand reduction estimate. If this is the case, the 

CF should be removed from the algorithm and the source should be listed instead as a note 

on the DSavcw variable. 

3.13 Smart Strip Plug Outlets 

3.12.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The CF has not been updated to account for the new peak demand period. The source note 

for the CF does not clarify what peak period the CF is based on. A load shape for office 

electronics should be developed for PA cities and the CF updated using the new peak period. 

3.15 High Efficiency Ice Machines 

3.15.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The CF has not been updated to account for the new peak demand period. The source note 

for the CF does not clarify what peak period the CF is based on. A load shape for ice 

machines should be developed for PA cities and the CF updated using the new peak period. 

3.16 Wall and Ceiling insulation 

3.16.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• Per ASFIRAE Handbook, CDD is an unreliable way to estimate cooling savings. They 
recommend using cooling degree hours as a more reliable method. We suggest the switch to 
using CDFl be considered. 

3.16.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 
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• Definitions: The EER and COP have a high impact on the savings for this measure, and the 
defaults are minimally code compliant. Particularly for new construction and for heat pumps, 
the EERs available from manufacturers is often substantially higher than the minimally code 
compliant HVAC system efficiencies in the codes and standards, and higher EER options can 
be selected by engineering designers as standard practice. Consider emphasizing that site 
specific design values should be used in the calculation wherever possible, to avoid 
overestimating the savings using the default minimally compliant EERs. 

• The CE has not been updated to account for the new peak demand period. The reference for 
EELH and CE is outdated. This should reference a specific table or chart rather than just 
referencing a previous version of the TRM which is no longer accurate. The source note 
should reference Table 3-21 from section 3.6 HVAC Systems for the CE, however, we have 
also made recommendations that the value from that table be updated. 

3.17 Strip Curtains for walk-in Freezers and Coolers 

3.37.3 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• PECO was unable to duplicate the savings that are represented in table 3-8 using the 
equations and information provided in this section. Either the equation or results need to be 
adjusted to ensure that the calculations are correct. 

• The equation format in this section needs to be adjusted to include all operation symbols. As 
currently written it is confusing. Assuming a correct formula, we recommend the following 
edits, however, as stated above, it is unclear whether or not this algorithm is indeed correct. 

AkWh = 365 x f„™ x - ^,0 x 2()x_C»x A x ilG) - Tr)/Tijxj>x_H}"r' x (pixju - p.xju) i (3473 
x COPmtO 

3.17.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• PECO was unable to duplicate the savings that are represented in table 3-8 using the 
equations and information provided in this section. Either the equation or results need to be 
adjusted to ensure that the calculations are correct. 

• The term ETD is not used in this measure and should be removed or added to the equations 
where appropriate. 

• Saving for warehouses reported in table 3-8 is much higher than savings reported in the 
EM&V report that is used several times in this measure 
(lin[i://www.ca1inac.t)ru/ptibhcalions/C()iiir''tic Evaluaiimi VI l-'inal Rcpnri 02-1 S-2()IO.pd0. 
Deemed savings for Refrigerated Warehouse in the TRM range from 254-728 whereas the 
savings in the EM&V report are 177. Savings difference in the TRM should be justified or 
adjusted to match measured data. 

3.18 Water Source and Geothermal Heat Pumps 

3.78.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Definitions: Regarding the definitions of EERtuso and EERw, in some cases covered by the 
protocol, such as for existing system replacement, the heat pump EER variation with working 
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fluid temperature is an essential aspect of the definition. While it is true that for new systems, 
the ratio of the baseline and efficient system EERs would likely be the same across a range of 
base and efficient source fluid temperatures, for projects where the baseline is an existing 
system running at a specific source temperatures, the project specific EERs based on the 
working temperatures could significantly impact the heat pump unit energy savings. 
Consider revising the definitions of EER to make reference to the working temperature of the 
fluid in cases where an existing system is being replaced, since differences in project specific 
baseline and efficient fluid temperatures could significantly impact the savings. 

• Definitions: Some unitary HVAC rating systems for EER include factors for auxiliary 
equipment, such as pumps. Since pumping energy is correctly accounted for explicitly in the 
protocol, consider clarifying the definition of base and efficient EERs such that for projects 
with significant pumping energy, the EERs are corrected if necessary to represent Ihe 
refrigeration cycle only, without any allowance for auxiliaries. This would avoid double 
counting of the pumping energy. 

3.18.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The CF is based on an average CF for multiple other jurisdictions. This is not an appropriate 
source for CF as peak demand periods vary by jurisdiction. The sources of the coincidence 
factors used to obtain the average 80% CF«».i are not referenced, and 80% looks high 
compared with coincidence factors found in the NEEP C&I Unitary FIVAC Loadshape 
Project, for example in the range of 44% to 63% for Mid-Atlantic PJM hours. The existing 
fixed value of the CF could substantially overstate the coincident demand savings for HVAC 
measures. A proper load shape for chillers should be determined and the CF calculated based 
on the new peak demand period. 

• Sources: Hyperlink not functional: The link in footnote 293 on page 290 is not hyperlinked. 

3.19 Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pumps - Commercial < 5.4 tons 

3.19.1 Eligibility 

Comments: 

• General: Some of the existing systems mentioned as baseline systems could easily co-exist 
with the installation of a DHP system. In order to ensure the full savings is realized, consider 
requiring that the old systems are de-energized, completely uninstalled and removed. 

3.19.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Fhe CF has not been updated to account for the new peak demand period. The source note 

for the CF does not clarify what peak period the CF is based on. A load shape for commercial 

DFlP's should be developed for PA cities and the CF updated using the new peak period. 

3.20 ENERGY STAR Electric Steam Cooker 

3.20.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 
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The CF has not been updated to account for the new peak demand period. The source note 

for the CF does not clarify what peak period the CF is based on. A load shape for commercial 

food service equipment should be developed for PA cities and the CF updated using the new 

peak period. 

3.24 Refrigeration - Door Gaskets for Waik-in and Reach-in Coolers and Freezers 

3.24.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The TRM states "Due to the relatively small contribution of savings toward EDC portfolios as 
a whole and lack of Pennsylvania specific data, the ex ante savings based on the SCE work 
paper will be used until further research is conducted." Indoor conditions are the major 
driving factor of savings for this measure and are unlikely to greatly differ from the 
measured referenced EM&V results (this is the EM&V report called out in this section). The 
SCE results are more conservative, but in some cases are more than 10 times the measured ex 
post savings. We recommend using the evaluated ex post savings for this measure rather 
than the SCE ex ante savings as shown below: 

Table 5-3 Energy Sav ings Achievable for New Gaskets 
Replacing Basel ine Gaske ts of Various Eff icacies 

Freezers 

Coolers 

PGE Ex-
Ante 

Savings 
(kWh/ft) 

105 

105 

SCE Ex-
Ante 

Savings 
(kWh/ft) 

217 

10.2 . 

Savings if Savings if Savings if 
Baseline Baseline Baseline 
Gaskets Gaskets Gaskets 
arc 0% are 50% ore 90% 

Effective Effective Effective 

228 114 23 

30 15 3 

Ex-Post 
Savings 

(Baseline 
Gaskets 
98.5% 

Effective) 

3.3 

0.4 

3.28 Electric Resistance Water Heaters 

3.28.1 Eligibility 

Comments: 

• Recommend considering expanding this measure (with appropriate sources for annual water 
use) to include larger commercial units in food service building types such as restaurants 
which often use large quantities of hot water. 

3.28.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• The Energy to Demand Factor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Figure 3-2 and the new peak period, and the section text updated accordingly. 
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3.28.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Timi should be updated to match the Thot = 123F in the residential water heater measures. 

3.28.4 Energy Factors based on Tank Size 

Comments: 

• The numbering scheme for Sources is incorrect. 
• "Factors" is misspelled in this text. Text should read: 

o "Federal Standards for Energy Factors are equal to 0.97 -0.00132 x Rated Storage in 
Gallons. Tbe following table shows the Energy Factors for various tank sizes." 

• Table 3-94 should be renamed to, "Minimum Baseline Energy Factors based on Tank Size" 
and the second column should be renamed "Minimum Energy Factors (EFiw-c)" 

3.28.5 Deemed Savings 

Comments: 

• This section should be renamed "Default Savings" as the measure has been adjusted to a 
partially deemed algorithm. 

• The deemed values should be removed, and instead, a deemed algorithm for AkWh should 
be included similar to the residential water heater measure protocols. This reflects the 
revision of this measure to a default value for EFi.,.̂ . and EFpm -̂d rather than a deemed value, 
and also reflects allows the default savings to be based on tank size. 

3.29 Heat Pump Water Heaters 

3.29.1 Eligibility 

Comments: 

• Recommend considering expanding this measure (with appropriate sources for annual water 
use) to include larger commercial units in food service building types such as restaurants 
which often use large quantities of hot water. 

3.29.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• 'Fhe Energy to Demand Factor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Figure 3-2 and the new peak period, and the section text updated accordingly. 

• PECO's ICSP requests that a Building Type (table 3-96) be added for Multi-Family (Common 
Areas), or for 'Other' that would apply to several building types including Multi-Family 
common areas. 

3.29.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Tiu.t should be updated to match the TI«.I = 123F in the residential water heater measures. 
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3.29.4 Energy Factors based on Tank Size 

Comments: 

• The numbering scheme for Sources is incorrect. 
• Table 3-99 should be renamed to, "Minimum Baseline Energy Factors based on Tank Size" 

and the second column should be renamed "Minimum Energy Factors (EFLUM-)" 

• "Factors" is misspelled in this text. Text should read: 
"Federal Standards for Energy Factors are equal to 0.97 -0.00132 x Rated Storage in Cations. The 

following table shoivs the Energy Factors for various tank sizes." 

3.29.5 Deemed Savings 

Comments: 

• This section should be renamed "Default Savings" as the measure has been adjusted to a 
partially deemed algorithm. 

• The deemed values should be removed, and instead, a deemed algorithm for AkWh should 
be included similar to the residential water heater measure protocols. 'I his reflects the 
revision of this measure to a default value for EFtvsL and EEpmpuswi rather than a deemed value, 
and also reflects allows the default savings to be based on tank size. 

3.30 LED Channel Signage 

3.30.1 Eligibility Requirements 

Comments: 

• 'Fhe sentence, "Neon lamps are used for red signage and argon-mercury lamps for white 
signage." should be removed. It adds no value to the eligibility requirements and may 
inappropriately limit the protocol to only red or white tubes, even though there are a 
multitude of gas filled tubes, all of which are referred to generically as "neon tubes" even 
though they may be filled with other gases. 

3.30.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• Although it is most likely that the baseline signage did not have controls, it is possible that 
the baseline did have controls. As currently written, the algorithms do not allow for 
accounting of reduced hours due to baseline controls. The algorithms should be modified as 
follows (edits marked in bold): 

Indoor applications: 
AkWh = lkWi*« X Cl+IF energy) X HOU X (7-SVCw)/- IkW* XCI+IF energy) X HOU X (1. -

SVG nr.) I 
AkW^n = IkWi™ X(l+ IF demand) X CF X (l-SVGi.^l - lkW,v XCI+ IF demand) X CF X (1 -

SVG a:)} 
Outdoor applications: 
AkWh = /JtWh*, X HOU X (7-SVCW/ - lkW«- X HOU X Cl - SVGa:)! 
AkW,,,-,* =0 
Corresponding definitions for SVCb..̂ - and SVCi-i; should be added. 
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3.30.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• In Table 3-101, the Component "EFLH" should be replaced with "HOU" to be consistent with 
the algorithms. Corresponding entries for SVCK^and SVGKK should be added. 

3.31 Low flow Pre-Rinse Sprayers for Retrofit Programs 

3.37.1 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• The Energy to Demand Factor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Figure 3-7 and the new peak period, and the section text updated accordingly. 

3.37.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• See comment above on Energy to Demand Factor 

3.37.3 Deemed Savings 

Comments: 

• This section should be renamed "Default Savings" as the measure has been adjusted to a 
partially deemed algorithm. 

3.32 Low Flow Pre-Rinse Sprayers for Time of Sale / Retail Programs 

3.32.1 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• The Energy to Demand Factor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak 100 hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Figure 3-7 and Ihe new peak period, and the section text updated accordingly. 

3.32.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• See comment above on Energy to Demand Factor 

3.32.3 Deemed Savings 

Comments: 

• This section should be renamed "Default Savings" as the measure has been adjusted to a 
partially deemed algorithm. 

• The section text and table heading should be modified to remove "deemed" and replace it 
with "default". 
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3.33 Small C/I HVAC Refrigerant Charge Correction 

3.33.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The CF has not been updated to account for the new peak demand period. The source note 

for the CF does not clarify what peak period the CF is based on. A load shape for commercial 

small HVAC units should be developed for PA cities and the CF updated using the new peak 

period. 

3.35 ENERGY STAR Room Air Conditioner 

3.35.2 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• The CF has not been updated to account for the new peak demand period. The source note 

for the CF does not clarify what peak period the CF is based on. A load shape for commercial 

room air conditioners should be developed for PA cities and the CF updated using the new 

peak period. 

3.37 Variable Speed Refrigeration Compressor 

3.37.1 Eligibility 

Comments: 

• This measure should not apply to reciprocating compressors. These types of compressor do 
not run inefficiently at partial load and therefore do not benefit from VFD's. Grocery stores 
often use compressor in a multiplex rack that prevents compressor from running at high 
partial loads. Grocery store therefore should not be eligible for this measure. This measure 
should apply only to screw compressor that are common in industrial or agricultural 
applications. Copy in and modify paragraph, strike through and underline. The paragraph in 
this section should be changed as follows: 

This measure, VSD control for refrigeration systems and its eligibility targets applies to 
retrofit construction in the commercial and industrial building sectors; it is most applicable to 
grocery shwes-w-foiid processing applications zoith refrigeration systems. This protocol does 
not apply to reciprocating compressors. This protocol is for a VSD control system replacing a 
slide zmlve control system. 

3.38 Fuel Switching: Domestic Hot Water Electric to Gas/Oil/Propane 

3.38.7 Eligibility 

Comments: 

• See comments on 3.28.1 and 3.29.1 
• Unclear why there is a restriction on efficiency of replaced electric unit. If assuming replace-

on-burnout, baseline consumption can be calculated based on an EF of 0.904 regardless of 
actual old unit efficiency. 
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• To be consistent with the updates to the residential fuel switching measures, the minimum 
EF for the fossil fuel units should be raised to ENERCY S'FAR standards where those 
standards exist. 

3.38.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• The Energy to Demand Factor has not been updated to represent coincident demand for the 

new peak demand period as it has not been adjusted from when the peak TOO hour proxy 

period was being used. This factor should be revised using the provided water heater load 

profile in Figure 3-11 and the new peak period, and the section text updated accordingly. 

3.35.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Thoi should be updated to match the Thot = 123F in the residential water heater measures. 

• To be consistent with 3.28 and 3.29, add table of energy factors by tank size and update 
language in definition of terms accordingly 

• See comment above on Energy to Demand Factor 
• If tankless water heaters are considered, algorithms and terms should be updated with a 

derating factor of 0.91 to account for the difference between rated and actual performance of 
tankless water heaters. As cited in the 2012 illinois TRM, " The disconnect between rated 
energy factor and in-situ energy consumption is markedly different for tankless units due to 
significantly higher contributions to overall household hot water usage from short draws. In 
tankless units the large burner and unit heat exchanger must fire and heat up for each draw. 
The additional energy losses incurred when the mass of the unit cools to the surrounding 
space in-between shorter draws was found to be 9% in a study prepared for Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory by Davis Energy Group, 2006. "Field and Laboratory Testing of 
Tankless Gas Water Heater Performance" Due to the similarity (storage) between the other-
categories and the baseline, this derating factor is applied only to the tankless category." 

3.38.4 Deemed Savings 

Comments: 

• This section should be renamed "Default Savings" as the measure has been adjusted to a 
partially deemed algorithm. 

• The section text and table heading should be modified to remove "deemed" and replace it 
with "default". 

• Fully deeming savings for this measure is inconsistent with changes to measures 3.28 and 
3.29, where savings for one size and efficiency are shown as an example only. Recommend 
updating language and table to be consistent with 3.28 and 3.29. 

• PECO's ICSP requests that a Building Type (table 3-96) be added for Multi-Family (Common 
Areas), or for 'Other' that would apply to several building types including Multi-Family 
common areas. 

3.39 Fuel Switching: Heat Pump Water Electric to Gas/Oi I/Propane 

Comments: 
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• Set' comments on Section 3.38. 

3.40 Fuel Switching: Commercial Electric Heat to Gas/Oil/Propane 

Comments: 

• See comments for 2.19 Fuel Switching: Electric Heat to Gas/Propane/Oil Float and update this 
measure accordingly. 

• If this measure is intended for smaller commercial facilities where equipment is similar to 
residential equipment (as indicated by low HP of default blower motor/negligible pumping 
energy), eligibility for this measure should be limited to smaller systems. The Illinois TRM 
uses 225,000 kBtu as a cutoff for "small" furnaces and boilers. The default blower motor HP 
could be inappropriate for larger systems. 

• As with the commercial hot water fuel switching measures, fossil fuel replacement 
equipment should be required to meet ENERGY S'FAR ® standards where they exist. 
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Section 4: Agricultural Measures 

4.1 Automatic Milker Takeoffs 

Introduction 

Comments: 

• Measures / Section Order Revision: Consider having the vacuum pump variable speed drive 
measure prior to the automatic milker takeoffs measure. The majority of the savings for the 
automatic milker takeoff measure come from the installation of a variable speed drive (VSD). 
VSDs are an integral part of automatic milker takeoffs and are referenced extensively, not 
only in the automatic milker takeoffs section, but also in the subsequent agricultural sections. 

4.1.1 Eligibility 

Comments: 

• Edit/ Grammar: Make the change to the following sentence: "In addition, the vacuum pump 
system serving the affected impacted milking units must be equipped with a variable speed 
drive (VSD) to qualify for incentives." 

4.1.2 Algorithm 

Comments: 

• The Algorithm for Peak Demand Reduction is Incorrect: Currently, the algorithm is 
employing an incorrect method for peak demand reduction by multiplying the energy 
savings by the coincidence factor. As the energy savings algorithm is using an energy 
savings factor per cow, please find the equivalent factor for peak demand reduction. 
Another method would be to divide the energy savings by the annual vacuum pump run 
hours and then multiply by the coincidence factor. (AkW = AkWh / HRS x CF) 

4.7.4 Description of Calculation Method 

Comments: 

• Problems with the Definition and Description of the Coincidence Factor: 
o Table 4-1 incorrectly shows the source for the CF as source #2. This should 

reference source #6. 
o This is not the same definition of the coincidence factor used in other parts of the 

TRM. PECO recommends being consistent and using the TRMs definition of 
coincidence factor for all agricultural measures. This means revising the default 
value and source definitions for all coincidence factors for all the agricultural 
measures. Currently, the TRM states a coincidence factor of 0.00014. A closer 
approximation would be the load shape for dairy farms utilized in the Vermont 
TRM (0.341). This value is an aggregate for all dairy farm equipment during the 
summer peak period and is more accurate than what is currently used. 'Fhe 
source notes will need to be rewritten accordingly. 

• Source Notes Require Number References: In the first source note, the calculation used for 
the ESC (energy savings per cow per year) needs to be referenced. Additionally, the source 
used for average vacuum pump horsepower actually does not specify an average 
horsepower. The source details the energy savings of a range of vacuum pumps but does not 
specifically mention that 10 is the average horsepower. 
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4.2 Dairy Scroll Compressors 

Introduction 

Continents: 

• Edit / Grammar: Delete the following sentence from the introduction: "The milk cooling 
equipment can consume 20 percent to 25 percent of all electrical energy use on a dairy farm." 

o While the milk cooling equipment is typically the highest electrical consumer on 
dairy farms, it is not always the case if the farm is utilizing plate coolers or pre-
coolers. Additionally, as the algorithm gives options for farms utilizing pre-coolers, 
the range in consumption does not necessarily always apply. 

• Edit / Grammar: Add the bolded and underlined words to the following sentence: "The 
compressor is used to cool milk in the bulk tank for preservation and packaging." 

o It is important to over-emphasize that the compressor replacement is for milk cooling 
purposes only, and an effective way to do so is to mention the compressors 
arrangement with the bulk tank. 

4.2.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• The Algorithm for Peak Demand Reduction is Incorrect: The run hours of the compressor 
need to be factored into the equation. The correct formula would have the kWh savings 
divided by the compressor run hours and then multiplied by the coincidence factor. (AkW = 
AkWh / HRS x CF) 

4.2.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Definition of the Compressor Operating Flours: 'Fhe operating hours per day of the milking 
parlor is used in the algorithms, but this does not accurately reflect the operating hours of the 
compressor. The "FIRS" component used in the algorithm should be the equivalent full load 
hours of the compressor, and defined as such. This means a different default value for hours 
should be used, and the source/explanation would need to be revised as well. The last source 
note references how the compressor will cycle on and off, emphasizing how it will have an 
alternative run time in comparison to the milking parlor. 

4.2.4 Description of Calculation Method 

Comments: 

• 'Fable 4-2 calls out for nameplate EER to be collected in order to calculate savings for these 
upgrades. Nameplates will not typically provide EER information. In order to collect valid 
EER information for compressors, EER data must be collected from compressor manufacturer 
information at a given operating condition. These operating conditions are compressor head 
and suction set point. 'Fhe suction set point should be defined to match delivered 
temperature set points for the milk cooling process. The condenser set point should be 
related to condenser minimum set point limitations. This is typically defined as 90 F. 

• Problems with the Definition and Description of the Coincidence Factor: This is not the same 
definition of the coincidence factor used in other parts of the TRM. PECO recommends being 
consistent and using the TRMs definition of coincidence factor for all agricultural measures. 
This means revising the default value and source definitions for all coincidence factors for all 
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the agricultural measures. Currently, the TRM states a coincidence factor of 0.00014. A 
closer approximation would be the load shape for dairy farms utilized in the Vermont TRM 
{0.341). This value is an aggregate for all dairy farm equipment during the summer peak 
period and is more accurate than what is currently used. The source notes will need to be 
rewritten accordingly. 

• Elaborate on Milk Delta T Definition: In the third source note, milk delta T is currently 
defined as "...between cow temperature milk and cooled milk". 

o Consider elaborating as follows; "...delta T is the difference between the temperature 
of the milk as it leaves the cow and the target temperature to which the milk is 
cooled". 

• Edit / Grammar: Make the changes to the following sentence from the fourth source note: 
"Therefore, the DEER default value was lowered to 8 hours per day, as the average heard 
herd size m is 75 cows in Pennsylvania." 

4.3 High Efficiency Ventilation Fans with and without Thermostats 

hitroiittction 

Comments: 

• Measure Description Recommendation: It is important to include a warning that farmers 
should not exceed or fall short of the recommended airflow ratings for their animals. It may 
also be important to include a warning on replacing pit fans for swine facilities and that 
maintaining airflow recommendations with these fans are critical for the health of the hogs. 

4.3.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• The Algorithm for Peak Demand Reduction is Incorrect: Fhe run hours of the fans need to be 
factored into the equation. The correct formula would have the kWh savings divided by the 
fan run hours and then multiplied by the coincidence factor. (AkW = AkWh / HRS x CF) 

4.3.3 Definition oj Terms 

Comments: 

• CFM Definition: For the CFM definition, include the caveat that this value is to be at a static 
pressure of 0.1 inches water, similar to what is included on the definitions of the fan 
efficiency and baseline terms. 

4.3.4 Description of Calculation Method 

Comments: 

• Problems with the Definition and Description of the Coincidence Factor: This is not the same 
definition of the coincidence factor used-in other parts of the TRM. PECO recommends being 
consistent and using the TRMs definition of coincidence factor for all agricultural measures. 
This means revising the default value and source definitions for all coincidence factors for all 
the agricultural measures. Currently, the TRM states a coincidence factor of 0.000197. A 
closer approximation would be the load shape for dairy farms utilized in the Vermont TRM 
(0.341). This value is an aggregate for all dairy farm equipment during the summer peak 
period and is more accurate than what is currently used. The source notes will need to be 
rewritten accordingly. 
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o A more accurate approximation of the fan load shape and coincidence factor would 
depend on whether or not the farm is utilizing thermostats. If the farm is, the load 
shape would resemble that of a residential cooling load with a set temperatures of 70 
degrees Fahrenheit. If the fans do not have a thermostat, the load shape would be I . 
'I his is because a typical farm will keep their fans running continuously through the 
summer months. 

o TMY3 data could also be utilized to find a more precise fan load shape given the 
following fan breakdown from the TRM: For a stall barn, it was assumed 33% of fans 
are on 8,760 hours per year, 67% of fans are on when the temperature is above 50 
degrees Fahrenheit, and 100% of the fans are on when the temperature is above 70 
degrees Fahrenheit. For a cross-ventilated or free-stall barn, it was assumed 10% of 
fans are on 8,760 hours per year, 40% of fans are on when the temperature is above 50 
degrees Fahrenheit, and 100% of the fans are on when the temperature is above 70 
degrees Fahrenheit. 

4.4 Heat Reclaimers 

4.4.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• The Algorithm for Peak Demand Reduction is Incorrect: The run hours of the water heater 
need to be factored into the equation. The correct formula would have the kWh savings 
divided by the water heater operation hours and then multiplied by the coincidence factor. 
(AkW = AkWh / HRS x CF). The energy and demand savings of a heat reclaimer come from 
the reduction in use of the existing/traditional water heater. 

4.4.4 Description of Calculation Method 

Comments: 

• Problems with the Definition and Description of the Coincidence Factor: This is not the same 
definition of the coincidence factor used in other parts of the TRM. PFCO recommends being 
consistent and using the TRMs definition of coincidence factor for all agricultural measures. 
This means revising the default value and source definitions for all coincidence factors for all 
the agricultural measures. Currently, the TRM states a coincidence factor of 0.00014. A 
closer approximation would be the load shape for dairy farms utilized in the Vermont TRM 
(0.341). This value is an aggregate for all dairy farm equipment during the summer peak 
period and is more accurate than what is currently used. The source notes will need to be 
rewritten accordingly. 

• Source Note Number Revision: The second source note mentions an assumed cow 
production of 6.5 gallons of milk per day. 'Fhe correct value, which is accurately mentioned 
in the dairy scroll compressor section, is 6 gallons of milk per day. 

• Include Default Value for Cows in the Table for the Variables for Heat Reclaimers: The 
default value is 75 and this number is referenced in other parts of the TRM. 

• Elaborate on Milk Delta T Definition: In the second source note, milk delta T is currently 
defined as "...between cow temperature milk and cooled milk". 

o Consider elaborating as follows; "...delta T is the difference between the temperature 
of the milk as it leaves the cow and the target temperature to which the milk is 
cooled". 
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4.4.5 Measure Life 

Comments: 

• Maintain Consistency: In the introduction the measure life is given as 15 years and then in 
the measure life section it is given as 14 years. Please change the 14 years to 15 years in the 
measure life section. 

4.5 High Volume Low Speed Fans 

4.5.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• Problems with the Peak Demand Reduction Algorithm and the Coincidence Factor 
Algorithm: The existing algorithm used in calculating the coincidence factor is incorrect. The 
algorithm is actually the formula for calculating demand reduction. PF.CO recommends 
incorporating the coincidence factor into this algorithm so it accurately calculates the peak 
demand reduction. 'Fhe adjusted algorithm is as follows: 

(Q^-AkW = (W* Wiivm)/1000*CF) 

4.5.4 Description of Calculation Methods 

Comments: 

• Problems with the Definition and Description of the Coincidence Factor: This is not the same 
definition of the coincidence factor used in other parts of the TRM. PECO recommends being 
consistent and using the TRMs definition of coincidence factor for all agricultural measures. 
This means revising the default value and source definitions for all coincidence factors for all 
the agricultural measures. Currently, the TRM states a coincidence factor of 0.0005. A closer 
approximation would be the load shape for dairy farms utilized in the Vermont TRM (0.341). 
This value is an aggregate for all dairy farm equipment during the summer peak period and 
is more accurate than what is currently used. Fhe source notes will need to be rewritten 
accordingly. 

o A more accurate approximation of the fan load shape and coincidence factor would 
be 1. 

o TMY3 data could also be used to find a more precise load shape of the summer peak 
period when the temperature is above 65 degrees (when the fans will be in 
operation). 

4.6 Livestock Waterer 

Introduction 

Comments: 

• Edit / Grammar: Make the changes to the following sentence from the introduction; "The 
following protocol for the calculation of energy and demand savings applies to the • 
installation of energy-efficient livestock waterers. In freezing climates, low energy livestock 
waterers are used to prevent livestock water from freezing. These waterers are enclosed and 
insulated watering containers whieh-typically use super insulation, he relatively warmer 
ground water temperatiire, and the livestock's useof the waterer to which keep the water 
from freezing with the use of a buoyant ball that livestock use to agitate the water. 
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4.6.1 Eligibility 

Comments: 

• Additions to the Eligibility Requirements: PECO recommends including energy-free 
livestock waterers as a viable replacement option. Energy-free livestock waterers do not have 
heating elements and are subsequently 0 watts (or utilize a back-up heating element that is 
no larger than 50 watts). Please see the recommendation/note in reference to changing the 
algorithm to accommodate for energy-free units. 

4.6.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• Adjustments to the Energy Savings Algorithm: Allows users to input base wattages and 
efficient wattages of the existing and proposed units, instead of a default/deemed ESW factor 
(energy demand savings per waterer). |ESW = Wiw* - W^ul If the base and efficient wattages 
are unknown, use the existing default value of 0.5 kW. This lets the user be more flexible 
with the size of the units being assessed, as well as increasing the energy savings if energy-
free units are to be evaluated (Wdi = 0). 

4.7 Variable Speed Drive (VSD) Controller on Dairy Vacuum Pumps 

Introduction 

Comments: 

• Edit / Grammar: Delete from the following sentence: " The vacuum pump operates during the 
milk harvest and equipment washing and ean consume 20 percent to 25 percent of all 
electrical energy •Ltse on-a-daif-y-f-aym." 

o The range in electrical consumption depends on whether or not the vacuum pump is 
oversized. If a vacuum pump is not over-sized in comparison to the number of 
milking units being deployed by the farm, then the percentage of electrical 
consumption afforded to the vacuum pump will be significantly lower. 

4.7.1 Eligibility 

Comments: 

• Additions to the Eligibility Requirements: Vacuum pump VSDs can only be utilized by 
blower or lobe style pumps; for example, VSDs cannot be utilized on water ring pumps. This 
is an important eligibility requirement to add. 

o Additionally, variable speed drives require three-phase power lo operate. If a farm is 
using single-phase power then the VSD requires the installation of a phase convertor. 
VSDs on farms with poor power quality have been known to cause harmonic 
distortion so it may be important to include verbiage on the importance of 
controlling harmonic distortion by limiting the current pulses with filters. 

4.7.2 Algorithms 

Comments: 

• Problems with the Definition and Description of the Coincidence Eactor: This is not the same 
definition of the coincidence factor used in other parts of the TRM. PECO recommends being 
consistent and using the TRMs definition of coincidence factor for all agricultural measures. 
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This moans revising the default value and source definitions for all coincidence factors for all 
the agricultural measures. Currently, the TRM states a coincidence factor of 0.00014. A 
closer approximation would be the load shape for dairy farms utilized in the Vermont TRM 
(0.341). This value is an aggregate for all dairy farm equipment during the summer peak 
period and is more accurate than what is currently used. The source notes will need to be 
rewritten accordingly. 

• The Algorithm for Peak Demand Reduction is Incorrect: The run hours of the vacuum pump 
needs to be factored into the equation. The correct formula would have the kWh savings 
divided by the vacuum pump run hours and then multiplied by the coincidence factor. 
(AkW = AkWh / HRS x CF) 

4.7.4 Description of Calculation Methods 

Comments: 

• Edit / Grammar: Make the change to the following sentence in the second source note; 
"Therefore, the DEER default value was lowered to 8 hours per day, as the average heard 
herd size is 75 cows in Pennsylvania." 

4.8 Low Pressure Irrigation System 

4.8.1 Eligibility 

Comments: 

• Edit / Grammar: Add the highlighted and underlined words to the following sentence: "The 
pressure reduction can be achieved in several ways, such as nozzle or valve replacement, 
sprinkler head replacement, alterations or retrofits to the pumping plant, or drip irrigation 
system installation, and is left up to tho discretion of the owner." 

4.8.3 Definition of Terms 

Comments: 

• Include a Definition for the 1,714 9pm~P— Constant: This is a constant used in calculatine 
UP

 D 

hydraulic horsepower and can be defined as such. 

4.8.4 Description of Calculation Method 

Comments: 

• Problems with the Definition and Description of the Coincidence Factor: This is not the same 
definition of the coincidence factor used in other parts of the TRM. PECO recommends being 
consistent and using the TRMs definition of coincidence factor for all agricultural measures. 
This means revising the default value and source definitions for all coincidence factors for all 
the agricultural measures. Currently, the TRM states a coincidence factor of 0.0026. A closer 
approximation would be the load shape for dairy farms utilized in the Vermont TRM (0.341). 
This value is an aggregate for all dairy farm equipment during the summer peak period and 
is more accurate than what is currently used. The source notes will need to be rewritten 
accordingly. 

4.8.5 Measure Life 

Comments: 
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Addit ional Explanation or Clarification is Required: The 5 year measure life used in the TRM 

for low pressure irrigation system does not apply in this situation. The measure detailed in 

the TRM is for a complete conversion of a high pressure to a low-pressure irrigation system. 

The pumps, piping, valves, and nozzles, which make up the system degrade over time, and 

these are the aspects of the irrigation system that have a measure life. It is inaccurate to say 

the low-pressure irrigation system, as a whole, has a measure life of 5 years. 

o Typically, the 5 years wi l l refer to the nozzles, which do in fact need to be replaced 

every 5 years. For example, if it was an irrigation conversion to a dr ip system it 

would be inaccurate to say it had a measure life of 5 years. Dr ip irrigation systems 

can last upwards of 25 years, but may require routine maintenance every few years. 
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Section 5; Appendix 

5.3 Appendix C: Lighting Audit and Design Tool 

Comments: 

• Fixture Code Legend tab —Definitions: 
o RSILL and SLED are not yet included in the legend tab. In order to make it easier 

to use the wattage table, consider adding these to the legend. 

• Wattage Table tab—Lumens: 
o Lumens have not yet been included in the wattage table, and several \JlO 

fixtures have been added. 'Fhe inclusion of lumens in the wattage table will make 
it easier to accurately compare wattages between baseline and efficient fixtures 
on the basis of equivalent illumination performance in lumens. Consider 
including initial lumens in the wattage table for all fixtures. 

• Controls Form tab —Headings and Labeling, and Consistency with TRM: 
o The heading in cell A l of the Controls Form tab says 'Lighting Form', which 

could be confusing to the user. Consider changing cell A1 on the Controls Form 
tab to say 'Lighting Controls Form' to distinguish it from the lighting form. 

o The HOU and CF Lookup Table is the same on the controls form as on the 
lighting form. Including the lighting CFs on the controls form could be confusing 
because some secondary sources may provide CFs for the controls measure itself 
(intended to be applied directly to the controlled load, without additional 
savings factors). Consider labeling the lighting CFs on the Controls Form tab as 
base lighting usage CFs, to distinguish them from controls measure CFs. 

o It does not appear as though the Appendix C controls savings calculation follows 
page 195 of the TRM with respect to SVGEI- and SVCb**. Further, the TRM 
calculation of coincident peak savings for lighting controls on page 195 includes 
a factor of CF that does not appear to be needed in the calculation for controls 
coincident demand savings. Ensure that the definitions in the TRM are as 
intended, and ensure consistency between the TRM and Appendix C. 

o Cell D8 on the Control Form tab is entitled 'Usage Croup' which is the same as 
on the Fixtures Form tab. This could be confusing if there are different controls 
strategies within a given efficient lighting Usage Group. Consider changing cell 
D8 to Control Usage Group on the Controls Form tab. 

• Glossary tab —Definitions: 
o The definition of CF in cells 1571/72 and E65/66 refers to the '100 hours' definition 

of CF. Revise if appropriate to reflect current definition. 
o Cell E46 in the controls section refers to Post Fixture No. as the number of 

fixtures. This may cause confusion for a large project involving both controls and 
fixture upgrades, because there could be a difference between the automatically 
controlled loads and the total number of fixtures. Consider saying "number of 
fixtures controlled by Ihe measure" instead of "number of fixtures" in the control 
section. 

• General - Additional lamp/fixture wattages are requested to cover Commercial MF (common 
area) measures, Including: 

o High Performance T8s 
o Reduced Wattage High Performance T8s 
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o Exterior High Wattage Pin Based CFL Fixtures 

5.5 Appendix E: L ight ing Aud i t and Design Tool for New Construction Projects 

Co»m;e»fs: 

• This section should be renamed, "Appendix E: Lighting Audit mid Design Tool for Commercial 

and Industrial New Construction Projects" 

• Tab 01 Interior Lighting Form 

o Recommend applying a load reduction factor to both allowed and installed 

watts to account for d imming requirements in code. 

• Tab 03 Exterior Lighting Form 

o The formula in cell H76 should be revised to: 

• =IF(SUM(H47:H75)=0; ,",SUM(H47:H75)) from 

• =IF(SUM(H48:H75)=0,"",SUM(H48:H75)) to include the first row of user 

input cells. 

o There is a rounding function in the formula for "kilowatts below code" for 

interior l ighting, but not for exterior l ighting. Since this value is used in savings 

calculations, we recommend eliminating the rounding function in the interior 

l ighting form. 

o Drop-down menu for exterior l ighting spaces is not working (references non

existent named range) 

• Named range "IntFacil i tyType" references blank cells 

• Tab 08 Fixture Code Locator - Cells B18 and B29 have external link to an Appendix C file 
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Appendix A: PECO Residential CFL/LED Interactive Effects/Waste Heat Factor 
Analysis Memo 

The following memo is submitted in support of the comments for the Residential Section 2.29 
ENERGY STAR Lighting and Section 2.35 ENERGY STAR LEDs. 
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N A V I G A N T 
230 l-lO'lzonOi. 
Suite 101B 
Verona, Wl 53593 
(m.-m.232b 

Memorandum 

To: Nick DeDominicis, Marina Geneles; PECO 

From: Ryan Del Balso, Justin Spencer, Jonathan Strahl; Navigant 

Cc: Frank Stern, Dan Greenberg; Navigant 
Jeremy Eddy; Itron 

Date: September 5, 2013 

Re: PECO - Residential CFL/LED Interactive Effects/Waste Heat Factor Analysis 

This memo details the methodology and results of Navigant's HVAC interaction effects factor (waste 
heat factor) study for PECO. Navigant constructed building energy computer simulation models to 
determine the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) impacts from efficient lighting 
installations in the PECO service territory. Navigant used these models to calculate energy and 
demand interactive effects factors (IEF) which are used to adjust the program lighting savings to 
account for the additional impacts on HVAC energy and demand. The Navigant team has not 
applied energy and demand interactive effects in previous evaluations of PECO's residential 
programs because these were not included in the TRM. However, the evaluation team believes that 
by not including this factor, the TRM is significantly underestimating demand savings from efficient 
lighting installations. 

The energy and demand interactive effects factors define the secondary impacts on HVAC energy 
caused by the primary energy savings from reduced-wattage lighting installations. 'Fhe efficient 
lighting equipment emits less "waste heat" to the conditioned building space, which in turn increases 
the need for heating from the FIVAC system during winter months and decreases the need for 
cooling in air conditioned spaces during summer months. This modeling analysis calculated the 
impacts on heating and cooling energy use from installation of reduced-wattage lighting equipment, 
and the reduction in peak demand for the utility summer peak period. 

Fhe interactive effects are defined as the ratios between the total savings (primary lighting and 
secondary FIVAC impacts) and the primary, lighting-only savings. Navigant used the following 
equations to calculate energy and demand interactive effects. The energy IEF is calculated using 
annual energy savings, while demand IEF is calculated using the kW savings for lighting and FIVAC 
end uses during the PECO summer peak periods. 
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Methodology 
The following section describes Navigant's methodology for calculating energy and demand 
interactive effects for PECO. In general, Navigant performed these steps: 

» Developed hourly residential building models with EnergyPlus 8.0 simulation software 
o Inputs were derived from the 2011 PECO Baseline Study conducted by Navigant 
o Models were calibrated to PECO-specific monthly billing data from EIA Form 826 
o Models used Building America Benchmark hourly lighting profiles 
o Performed simulations using weather data from Philadelphia International Airport 

» Calculated IEF.I using two specifications for peak period 
o 2012 actual meterological year (AMY) weather data used to calculate a PECO specific 

IEF,! for PECO's actual top 100 hours for the period of June 1, 2012 through May 31, 
2013 (effectively June through September, 2012) 

o 2012 typical meterological year (TMY) weather data used to calculate a IEF.i for the 
statewide Technical Reference Manual using PJM's definition of the peak period (2-
6pm on all non-holiday weekdays between June and August) 

» Calculated annual lEF^ using all 8760 hours of the year 
» Results analyzed as a weighted average of home type (single family and multifamily) heating 

type (gas, heat pump, electric resistance) and AC type (central AC and room AC) as observed 
in the PECO Baseline Study 

The following sections describe each process in more detail. 

EnergyPlus Simulation 
Navigant performed hourly building energy simulation modeling with the EnergyPlus 8.0 software 
package, a well-established and vetted whole building simulation software developed by the US 
Department of Energy. EnergyPlus allows for hourly building simulation to calculate the hourly 
demand for all major end uses in the building (including lighting and FIVAC). Navigant chose to use 
hourly simulation modeling because the software calculates the complex and dynamic interactions 
between the building components, thermal mass, weather, and FIVAC equipment. Navigant used the 
lighting'and FIVAC hourly end use demand profiles from EnergyPlus to calculate the energy and 
demand interactive effects for this study. More details on the calculation methodology are provided 
in the Calculations/Analysis section. 

BEopt Model Inputs and Calibration Process 
Building Energy Optimization (BEopt) software is a platform developed by NREL to use as a front-
end to the EnergyPlus software engine. PECO specific models were developed in BEopt according to 
housing characteristics determined by the 2011 PECO baseline study conducted by Navigant. 
Analysis of the baseline data and segmentation by home type and heating system yielded eight 
specific models with their respective weightings in parentheses: 

Single family - gas furnace (59%) 
Single family - heat pump (11%) 
Multifamily - gas furnace (2 orientations; 24%) 



Multifamily - electric resistance (2 orientations; 4%) 
Multifamily - heat pump (2 orientations; 2%) 

Each model differed in terms of envelope inputs according to the data in the baseline study. For a 
complete listing of the inputs present in each model, see Appendix A. The multifamily homes were 
modeled as townhouses with shared walls on two sides, so two models were built for each home at 
perpendicular orientations to match data that indicated there is no predominant orientation of 
townhomes within PFCO service territory. 

A weighted calibration ofall models was performed using the average monthly consumption of a 
residential PECO customer derived from EIA 826 billing data. Due to the limitations of the baseline 
study building attributes and billing data, it was determined that the modeling outputs would only 
be valid using a weighted average rather than developing IEF for each individual building model. 

Certain parameters of the model were adjusted in order to match the billing data, including 
thermostat setpoints, natural ventilation behavior, and thermal mass of the building.-^ Area-specific 
liuilding America Benchmark defaults built into BEopt were used for lighting and domestic hot water 
schedules. The models were calibrated as a group to the billing data using the weighted average 
results, rather than calibrating each model to the billing data on an individual basis. 

Calculations/Analysis 
In order to calculate energy and demand interactive effects, Navigant first ran all of the models with 
the baseline lighting profiles and respective weather files. Next, Navigant modeled 'efficient' 
building models by "upgrading" 100% of screw-in fixtures in the house to compact fluorescent (CFL) 
bulbs. Navigant performed trial models upgrading 25%, 50%, and 75% of the fixtures to CFLs, and 
noted that the interaction factor results are independent of the number of lights replaced. Each of the 
simulations was performed a total of four times: with the baseline and efficient cases, using 2012 
AMY weather data and TMY weather data. 

Demand Interaction Effects Factor 
Navigant used the following methodology to calculate the IEFJ during the summer and winter utility 
peak periods: 

[(Average Lighting Demand Savings') + (Average HVAC Demand Savings)\ 
j jC" p" — 

Average Lighting Demand Savings 

To determine a PECO-specific IEFJ for calculating PECO's Act 129 Phase I verified demand savings in 
the summer of 2012, Navigant averaged the lighting and FIVAC savings over the peak 100 hours for 
PECO in 2012. 

'•̂  These calibration parameters were chosen because they are largely independent of the physical 
structure of the house. Thermostat set points and natural ventilation are determined by the behavior 
of the house occupants, and the thermal mass of the house is affected by the amount of furniture etc. 
present inside the house. 



To determine a PECO-specific IEFd for the Act 129 Phase II statewide Technical Reference Manuals, 

Navigant averaged the lighting and HVAC savings over the uti l i ty peak period as defined by PJM. 

The uti l i ty peak period is defined as: 

» Summer Peak Period: weekday, non-holiday, June through August, 2:00 PM -6:00 PM. 

Navigant used the hourly simulation output from EnergyPlus to calculate the average hourly 

demand dur ing both peak periods. Figure 1 shows the weighted average summer hourly demand 

profiles for the baseline and reduced-wattage models. The shaded box indicates the peak period as 

defined by PJM. 

Figure 1. Weighted Average Light ing and Cooling Demand for Baseline and EE Models 
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Source: Navigant Analysis 

Eigure 2 displays the hourly demand savings from the baseline for l ighting and HVAC end-uses for 

the weighted average ofa l l models. The IEFd quantifies the additional reduction in HVAC demand 

due to lighting demand savings during the uti l i ty peak period indicated by the shaded box. Heating 

savings are negative, reflecting an increase in heating demand between the incandescent (Baseline) 

and CFL (EE) cases. This increase in heating demand is a result of lower heat emissions from lighting 

fixtures in the EE case. 



Figure 2. Weighted Average Light ing and FIVAC Demand Savings between Baseline and EE 
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The fol lowing is an example IEFd calculation using the modeling results shown in Figure 2. Lighting 

and FIVAC demand savings are averaged dur ing the summer peak period. 

[(0.0239 kW) + (0.0055 kW)\ 
l E F " = = 1 - 2 2 8 

Navigant calculated IEFd for all bui lding models for both the summer peak periods as defined by PJM 

and PECO's actual 2012 top 100 demand hours. 

Energy Interaction Effects Factor 
Navigant used the fol lowing methodology to calculate the lEIv: 

IEF,, = 
{(Annual Lighting Energy Savings) + (Annual HVAC Energy Savings)] 

Annual Lighting Energy Savings 

Figure 3 shows the monthly kWh savings for l ighting and FIVAC equipment for the weighted 

average of all bui lding models. HVAC savings are negative dur ing the winter and positive dur ing the 

summer because of the increased need for heating from the FIVAC system during winter months and 

the decreased need for cooling in the summer months to maintain temperature setpoints. 



Figaro 3. Monthly Lighting and HVAC Energy Savings for a Weighted Average of All Models 
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The following is an example IEF,. calculation for the weighted average of all models using the results 
shown in Figure 4. 

[(710.2 kWh) + (7.0 kWh)] 

' E F ' = 710.2 JWh = ^ 
Results 
Table 12 through Table 14 shows the results of Navigant's energy and demand interactive effects 
factor study. The results of this study are shown for each individual FIVAC type, and then weighted 
appropriately using weightings from the PECO Baseline Study. Each result is reported as an Act 129 
Phase I 2012-specific value using AMY weather data from 2012, and a general Act 129 Phase 11 value 
using TMY weather data. 

Navigant calculated an IEFL- above 1.0 for gas heated homes, and an IEF.: below 1.0 for electrically 
heated homes. This is due to the fact that the FIVAC heating penalty is higher than the cooling benefit 
provided in electrically heated homes with efficient lighting installations. Navigant weighted these 
results based on HVAC type, for a weighted an IEF, of 1.010 (TMY) and 1.020 (2012 AMY), shown in 
Table 12. 



Table 12. Energy Interactive Effects Eactor Results 

m 
MR® 

mm v 

Single Family - Gas 1.046 1.058 59% 

Single Family - Heat Pump 0.865 0.903 11% 

Multifamily - Gas 1.042 1.053 24% 

Multifamily - Electric Resistance 0.620 0.660 4% 

Multifamily - Heat Pump 0.868 0.904 1% 

Weighted Average 1.010 1.020 100% 

Source: Navigant Analysis 

Navigant calculated a weighted average summer IEFd for all homes. The presence of central and 
room AC was determined from the baseline studv data shown in Table 13. 

Table 13. PECO Baseline Study Air Conditioning Prevalence Weightings 

Central AC 76% 45% 

Room AC 13% 4 1 % 

Unknown 11% 14% 

Source: Navigant Analysis 

Because BEopt is unable to accurately model the presence of room AC units, all homes were modeled 
with central AC. To account for the presence of room AC, one-third of the model output was used as 
a conservative estimate of the consumption of a room AC unit relative to a central unit. The model 
outputs were therefore adjusted according to the following formula: 

Adjusted Output = Modeled AC — (% of each model that is room AC * Modeled AC) * (2/3) 

Application of this adjustment yielded a weighted summer IEFd of 1.228 (TMY) and 1.194 (2012 
AMY), as shown in Table 14. 



Table 14. Summer Demand Interactive Effects Factor Results 

mm 
Single Famiiy - Gas 1.239 1.205 59% 

Single Family - Fleat Pump 1.241 1.202 11 % 

Mult i family - Gas 1.176 1.169 24% 

Mult i fami ly - Electric Resistance 1.770 1.168 4% 

Mult i family - Fleat Pump 1.171 1.167 1% 

Weighted 1.228 1.194 100% 

Source; Nttvigmit Aaahjsb 

Recommendations 
Based on the results of this analysis of the PECO residential CFL/LED lighting FIVAC interactive 
effects factors, the Navigant evaluation team recommends use of the following interactive effects 
factors when determining PECO's verified savings for Act 129 compliance for Phase I and Phase II. 

Table 15. PECO Verified Residential CFL/LED Lighting FIVAC Interactive Effects Factors 

Glrb LIMJ 

Phase I (June 1, 2012 - May 31, 2013) 

(Based on 2012 A M Y weather file) 
1.020 1.194 

Phase I I (June 1, 2015 - May 31, 2016) 

(Based on TMY weather file) 
1.010 1.228 

Source: Navigant Anaiysb 

Navigant also recommends the next version of the PA TRM be updated to use the above listed Phase 
Il lEIvand IEFd values for PECO. 



Appendix A: List of PECO Model Inputs 

fr^^r^ nb^K^ ^r^5^ msssmss^ 

Baseline Weight 59% 11% 24% 4% 1% 

Size (sq. ft.) 2504 1423 

Floors 1.5 1.5 

Wall Height (ft) 8 8 

Age 45 61 

Beds 3 2 

Heating Set Point (F) 66 

Cooling Set Point 71.8 

Wall Insulation R-8.2 R-6.9 

Attic Insulation R-19 R-l 2.6 

Crawlspace 
Insulation 

Uninsulated, Vented 

Window Area 
(F/B/L/R sq. ft.) 

16,16,18,19 50, 50, 0, 0 

Window 
Characteristics (U-

value, SHGC) 
.53, .55 

Infiltration 8 ACH50 10 AC1-150 

Lighting <%CFL, 

% L E D , % L F L ) 
0.19, 0.0, 0.08 0.34, 0.0, 0.05 

Air Conditioning 
Central AC, 

SEER 12 

Fleat Pump, 

SEER 12 

Central AC, 

SEER 12 

Central AC, 

SEER 12 

Fleat Pump, 

SEER 12 

Heating 
Fu rnace, 

78% AFUE 

ASHP, 7.7 

HSPF 

Furnace, 

78% AFUE 

Electric 

Baseboard 

ASHP, 7.7 

HSPF 

Duct Location Crawlspace 

Duct Leakage 15% 

DHW Electric, 0.92 EF 

Additional notes: 
• All homes were modeled with a partial finished basement and partial crawlspace 
• All appliances are Building America Benchmark Standards 
• 28% of all homes had electric water heating, all models were created using 100% electric 

water heating and adjusted accordingly 

Source: PECO 2077 Baseline ShuUj 
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